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Our October issue of The Journal
takes you into the world of
science and technology, exploring
applications across a wide range
of industries.
TUNE IN
For more than a decade, time shifting
has defined television consumption,
with viewers recording programs to
watch at a more convenient time.
In recent years, even recording has
become passé in the United States,
with on-demand streaming video
services landing powerful punches
on the cable industry. Heavyweights
Hulu and Netflix are now eying
Japan. But can they succeed in this
very different market? And what does
it mean for journalism and content
created for the public good? We
explore the possibilities on page 18.

HAVE A DRINK
The perfect companion for
entertainment is a carefully crafted
drink. Japanese whisky has rapidly
become one of the most popular
spirits both at home and abroad.
How did a nation known for sake and
shochu come to unseat the world’s
traditional whisky makers? On
page 15, we find out what the global
taste for Japanese vintages means for
the future of the industry.
STAY SAFE
Security breaches make news every
day, understandably creating concern
about storing data in the cloud. But
there’s no slowing down the Internet
of Things, and some 50 billion devices
will be online by 2020. Because our
lives depend on this connectivity,
finding a balance between risk and
security is essential. On page 8, we talk
to experts about the current nature of
the threat, how it is evolving, and what
we can do to protect ourselves.
HIT THE WATER
Technology isn’t found only in these
connected devices; it’s also being
put to work in sports. In November,

EDITOR'S DESK

CYBER
SPACE
the America’s Cup will visit Asia for
the first time. When the six sailing
teams hit the water in Fukuoka, the
difference between winning and losing
may come down to the sensors and
tech covering boat and crew. We learn
about the modern approach to this
165-year-old competition on page 22.
FIND A CURE
Medicine is another field that has
been transformed by technology. Over
the past three decades, research into
HIV/AIDS has pushed treatments
forward—and women have played
a critical role. On page 26, we learn
about some of the female scientists
who were inspired by Dr. Francoise
Barré-Sinoussi, 2008 recipient of the
Nobel Prize for co-discovering the
HIV virus, and the progress they have
made in fighting this disease.
There’s even more in this issue,
including inspiring and innovative
ideas in sports and tech to get your
imagination going. I hope you enjoy
the read. n
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DREAM BIG
Anyone who has aimed to create change knows
that the odds will more often than not be stacked
against them. So, anyone seeking to disrupt the
status quo needs to dream big. But you can’t
just dream big, you have to be passionate about
turning your dream into a reality. Passion is one
of the most important attributes that any change
maker can possess. It keeps you focused on
the job at hand, and ultimately separates the
successful from the unsuccessful.
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CLOUD
MINDERS

How cyber threats and security evolve in step
By C Bryan Jones

PHOTO: FINEVECTOR / 123RF

In his essay “Hazards of Prophecy: The Failure of Imagination,”
famed science fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke stated: “Any sufficiently
advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” He wrote this in
1973, and indeed the world we live in today sometimes seems magical.
The technology we’ve created
makes our lives and businesses
better by allowing the world to work
in a way that is convenient and
empowering—even if we don’t fully
understand the underpinnings. This
lack of understanding creates an
odd balance between trust and fear.
We want the benefits of the cloud,
for example, but we’re unsure if
our data is safe. What will happen
if we give ourselves fully over to
technology? Hazards of prophecy
are real—though we have no failure
of imagination.
“Picture someone stealing your
identity and now having access to all

8
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of your bank accounts, your home
security system, working remotely
for your employer as you, traveling
as you around the world, with the
burden on you to now prove that this
person is not you,” posed Eric Basu,
president and CEO of technology
service provider Sentek Global,
speaking to The Journal.
Could it happen? Of course. But
should these fears stop us from
taking advantage of the many
benefits that technology offers?
In the 2004 reboot of Glen A.
Larson’s famous television series
Battlestar Galactica, a mistrust of
the connected world leads seasoned

military leader Admiral William
Adama to order that his ship’s
systems never be networked. This, he
felt, would keep the crew and their
data safe from the enemy.
It mirrors the question that many
individuals and businesses ask today:
Should we store everything locally
or should we put it in the cloud?
As organizations, we know data
continuity is critical to efficiency and
disaster recovery. As individuals,
we know the convenience—the
magic—of online banking, one-click
shopping, and having synchronized
information available on multiple
devices. But we also know that
criminals want our data, and that
breaches happen.
So, should we pull the plug on the
connectivity that has transformed
our world? Is our information safer
in a box on our desk or is the cloud
actually more secure?

UNTO THE BREACH
If we base our view purely on
the news, an irrational fear of
theft takes over. Reports of new
security incidents make headlines
frequently, and this creates a feeling
of helplessness. Because our data
resides in the hands of others—
whether on the servers of companies
with which we do business or service
providers that make our businesses
run—we may feel like bystanders.
But in reality, there is a lot we can do
to protect ourselves.
Admiral Dennis Blair (Ret.),
chairman and CEO of Sasakawa USA
and former director of US National
Intelligence, told The Journal:
“Criminals will always go after the
low-hanging fruit. Just like locking
your car door and using a burglar
alarm to deter crime, good cyber
safety practices—good passwords,
etc.—will reduce the likelihood of
being the victim of cybercrime.”
It’s important to take these basic
steps because breaches do occur.
In 2016, we have seen some of the
biggest ever. According to the
Identify Theft Research Center
(ITRC), as of September 8 there
have been 657 breaches exposing
28,648,522 records worldwide.
In May, it was revealed that ADP,
the New Jersey-based administrator
of payroll, taxes, and benefits for
more than 640,000 companies, had
been hit by an attack that netted
salary and tax info. Sentek Global’s
Basu pointed out that someone else

TECHNOLOGY

PRIMAL INSTINCT
While a case can be made for safety
in the cloud, distrust is part of
being human.
Ken Katayama, deputy director of
corporate affairs at Microsoft Japan,
draws an analogy to transportation:
“It’s like driving a car. You can get
anywhere you want, but you’re the
one who is taking the risk. And
if you think about it, people die
more from car accidents than plane
accidents. The airplane is like the
cloud. And the cloud itself has a lot
of standards that we follow—like
ISO, SAS, and compliance and the
security standards that we have.”
When it comes to computers,
we’ve been conditioned for three
decades to fear viruses. In 1983,
computer scientist Fred Cohen—
then a student at the University
of Southern California—created
the first computer virus as a way
of testing a theory he had about
programs that could self-replicate
and spread. The experiment was
successful, and specialized code
got its foot in the door to the place
that would one day become the
storehouse of all information.
That’s an oversimplification, but
it provides a starting point for the
foundation of how we see security
and why we fear the cloud. If it’s
possible to get at data stored on
one local computer, what happens
when you put multiple copies on
remote computers that are out of
your control?

could pose as you; and that’s what
happened here. According to former
Washington Post security reporter
Brian Krebs, writing on his blog
KrebsOnSecurity, the thieves gained
access to the data by registering
accounts in the names of employees
at more than a dozen companies that
are customers of ADP.
In another tax-related breach
in the US, the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) had information of
more than 700,000 individuals
stolen. Thieves made use of an
IRS service called Get Transcript,
which allows taxpayers to request a
variety of reports about their history
and receive them either online
or by mail.
Meanwhile, in an ironic turn of
events, Verizon Enterprise Systems,
which provides assistance to
Fortune 500 companies that have
suffered security breaches, was
itself hit by the theft of 1.5 million
customer records. The hacker offered
the records on underground forums
for $100,000.
EVOLUTION
The scope and impact of these
incidents are a far cry from what
Cohen could have envisioned when
he coded that first virus. The threat
has shifted drastically over the years.
“There’s been a distinct evolution
from breaches that were instigated
originally by individuals simply as
a technical challenge into highlyfunded, profitable group activities,”

“We must
continue to work
together to raise
the cybersecurity
bar and make
cyberattacks
much harder
and costlier
to conduct.”

The United States Embassy in Tokyo held a Spotlight on Cybersecurity event at Keio University on May 17.
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IoT by
2020
Devices installed
by 2020

GOVERNMENTS

BUSINESSES

5 bn

7.7 bn

11.2 bn

Spent (2015–2020)

$900 mn

$2.1 bn

$3 bn

Return of investment
(2015–2025)

$400 mn

$4.7 bn

$7.6 bn

Robin Tatam, director of security
technologies at Minnesota-based
HelpSystems, told The Journal.
“Carefully architected breaches using
phishing emails and malware can
result in significant monetary gain,
political advantage, and competitive
advantage. Even seemingly innocuous
breaches seek to access information—
like recycled passwords—that can be
leveraged in other targeted attacks.”
John Kirch of Darktrace, a
security technology company
founded by mathematicians and
machine learning specialists from
the University of Cambridge,
also pointed out these methods:
“Typically, outside attackers will
obtain and use already authorized
access credentials of employees to
avoid tripping perimeter alarms.
By masquerading and securing
recognition as a legitimate user at the
point of entry, the network considers
the attacker a ‘trusted’ user; resulting
in an undetected breach that makes
infiltrating and controlling an
organization almost effortless.”
What this all leads to is the way we
think about security. Our view of the
threat must evolve. The idea that we
simply build a wall around our data
and all is fine no longer works. There
are numerous entry points for those
who would compromise our data. At
the same time, basic steps can still go
a long way toward protection. Social
engineering remains one of the most
effective methods that criminals
can use; and this is something we
can control.

10
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THE INTERNET OF THINGS
Viruses and other threats have
evolved in step with the beneficial
aspects of technology. It is the latter
that we should not lose sight of
when we talk about security, says
Microsoft’s Katayama.
“Technology is there to help,
empowering every person and
every organization in this world to
achieve more,” he told The Journal.
“Technology helps people. I think
we’re really approaching the fourth
industrial revolution. The first was
the locomotive, the second was the
car, the third was the computer—
big mainframe computers—but
now, if you really think about it,
the fourth industrial revolution
is that everything is connected to
the cloud.”
This connectivity has led to what
is known as the Internet of Things
(IoT). This rapidly growing network
of devices, appliances—and just
about anything that can contain
electronics—is the next phase in the
merging of our lives with technology.
Enabled by the cloud, IoT was
defined in June 2012 by the Global
Standards Initiative on Internet
of Things (IoT-GSI) as “a global
infrastructure for the information
society, enabling advanced
services by interconnecting
(physical and virtual) things
based on existing and evolving
interoperable information and
communication technologies.”
But it’s the “existing” part that raises
some concern. As more devices—

many of which are older and have
either extremely weak security or no
security at all—are placed online, so
the paths through which hackers can
access broader networks multiply.
Currently, there are 17.5 billion
IoT devices online—including
smartphones and tablets—
according to research firm IHS
Markit. Estimates of what that
number will be by 2020 differ
greatly, but it’s big. Gartner predicts
that there will be 21 billion IoT
devices in use worldwide by the
time the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and
Paralympic Games kick off, while
IBM has put its estimate at 1 trillion.
These devices make our lives
better, and the benefits are easy to
see. So rather than fearing IoT and
the cloud, we just need to secure
it well. And that means paying
attention to areas that may have
gone unnoticed in the past.
“Two areas that are particularly
overlooked when it comes to
protection are mobile Internet
and machine-to-machine
connections—especially
appliances that were previously
not connected to the network,
such as printers, air-conditioners,
and videoconferencing devices,”
said Darktrace’s Kirch. “In fact,
Darktrace has found security
bypasses stemming even from
Facebook, iMessage, and
network coffee machines—
seemingly innocuous vectors
that previously did not require
cybersecurity approaches.”

of uptime and availability,”
according to Kane Lightowler of
Carbon Black, a Waltham, Mass.based endpoint security company.
“At a global event such as the
Olympics, if communications and
Internet access are taken down, it
may cause huge problems that will
be felt across the globe.”
Admiral Blair of Sasakawa USA
told The Journal: “I suppose my
fear is that somebody actually gets
physically hurt. An attack that
takes out the power grid during the
opening ceremony might not kill
anybody, but the use of hacking
techniques to knock security
cameras offline or otherwise
facilitate a terrorist attack—that
sort of mayhem is what I fear most.”
“Terrorist attacks are a possible
threat as well,” according to Sentek
Global’s Basu. “A standalone cyber
terrorist attack would be unlikely
to cause great harm unless power
were shut off and safety equipment
failed as a result. But a cyberattack
in combination with a kinetic
[physical] terrorist attack is a
situation that is becoming more
likely all the time.”

PHOTO: SHIMELLE LAINE [CC BY-SA 2.0] VIA FLICKR

THE OLYMPICS
That there hasn’t been a major
cyberattack disrupting the past few
Olympics is somewhat surprising.
Or maybe it’s just a sign that
security has stayed a step ahead of
criminals and terrorists.
In a 2013 interview with BBC
Radio 4, part of the program Under
Attack—The Threat from Cyberspace,
chief information security officer
for the London 2012 Olympic and
Paralympics Games Oliver Hoare
revealed that there had been a

realistic threat that the opening
ceremony might be disrupted.
The threat was not life-threatening;
it was that the lights might be
turned off during the ceremony.
But it highlights the potential
remote control over technology that
attackers might gain.
Meanwhile, Kaspersky Labs
reported on June 13 in IT Threats
During the 2016 Olympic Games
in Brazil that, in February, “we
identified a very interesting
targeted campaign, on our domain
monitoring system, against the
IOC using the malicious domain
masquerade as their Intranet portal.
The purpose of the attackers was to
steal credentials of IOC employees
working in Brazil.” The report also
highlights cyber threats to those
attending the Olympics, including
fake tickets, fake giveaways, Wi-Fi
security, ATM skimmers, credit card
cloning, and USB charging spots.
With four more years for cyber
threats to evolve, what must Japan
prepare for in the lead-up to the
Tokyo Games?
“The biggest threat to the 2020
Olympics could be the disruption

TECHNOLOGY

Ken Modeste of global independent
safety science company Underwriters
Laboratories Inc. (UL) says that,
“Today, cybersecurity and connected
systems in an IoT world can definitely
impact safety, interoperability, and
performance; and UL’s goal is to work
with organizations to identify the
associated risks and develop plans that
can support addressing those risks.”
So the tools and expertise are
being developed. It is incumbent on
the IT departments of companies
to make mitigation of these threats
part of their comprehensive
security strategy.

There was a realistic threat of a cyberattack knocking out the lights during the opening ceremony of the London 2012 Olympic Games.
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There are
numerous entry
points for those
who would
compromise
our data.

HelpSystems’ Tatam acknowledges
the kinetic threat, but still sees
the remote element as a bigger
concern—especially for the Olympics
in Tokyo. “The threat of physical
terror attacks conducted in populated
areas obviously remains high, and
any that succeed will continue
to be devastatingly impactful on
innocent human life. But a cyberwar
can be waged just as effectively
from thousands of miles away. A
cyberattack on an event like the
Olympics could take on many different
guises, involving transportation,
facilities, ticket sales, and even
broadcast and surveillance systems.”
MITIGATION
In January 2015, to prepare for the
Games, the Japanese government
created a cybersecurity strategy
team, while over the next four years
the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications will train 50,000
people to combat cyber threats.
But effective security and protection
of mission-critical infrastructure can’t
be done in isolation. Securing electric
power distribution systems, for
example, includes policies, procedures,
technology, and partnerships between
various government and private
organizations.
As Amandeep Kalra, automation
engineer at Schweitzer Engineering
Laboratories, explained, “Collaboration
between various international
information sharing teams, led by
countries like the US and Japan, will
be critical going forward.” SEL has
partnered with utilities and national

laboratories across the United States to
identify, design, and test new solutions
under the US Department of Energy’s
Cybersecurity for Energy Delivery
Systems (CEDS) program.
“The G7, G8, or a similar group
of leading nations must forge ahead
with national commitments to one
another to exchange more information
and share best practices for setting
up security stacks, hiring defenders,
and training employees,” said
Carbon Black’s Lightowler. “We must
continue to work together to raise
the cybersecurity bar and make
cyberattacks much harder and costlier
to conduct.”
On the topic of government-togovernment collaboration, Blair
pointed out: “Both the US and
Japan are signatories to the EU
Convention on Cybercrime. This
shows a real commitment to crossborder cooperation in investigating
cybercrime, which is crucial in so
many cybercrime cases. My team
tells me, though, that even the EU
convention procedures can be too
slow in this world of digital crime.
Recent successes using multinational
law enforcement task forces, and other
real time collaboration, show that
this approach should be part of our
bilateral and multilateral cooperation.”
And HelpSystems’ Tatam says
cooperation is already working.
“Most developed nations are aware of
the need for governmental and law
enforcement cooperation on a global
scale. In recent years, cooperation
has led to the arrest, extradition, and
imprisonment of those responsible

for various breaches. Cybersecurity
threats impact citizens of all countries,
and the timely sharing of intelligence
information is critical.”
NEXT STEPS
So, after taking the lid off
Pandora’s box, can we trust the
cloud, the Internet of Things, and the
informational relationship between
company and customer? We must.
It is our ingenuity that build the
technological infrastructure that
makes the world what it is today, and
we can’t just unplug the network like
Admiral Adama.
As Microsoft’s Katayama explained:
“When we talk about cybersecurity,
it seems that people always forget
about the benefits of technology. We
as a cloud company know that this is
where the industry 4.0 is going, and
the use of technology is there to help
people innovate and move forward.
Let’s not forget the benefits of IT. But
in order to enjoy the benefits, that’s
where security comes in.”
So while ingenuity is shared by
those who would do harm, the
numerous security experts who
monitor the threats and develop
solutions are keeping us one step
ahead. We need to also do our part
as businesses and individuals to
stay informed and take precautions.
Danger is evolving, but so is safety.
There’s still a lot of discussion to
be had—and more ways in which
stakeholders can work together—
but we can realize the benefits of
technology and find a secure platform
that works for all. n
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choice for weather-beaten Scotsmen or hardened
cowboys in the Wild West. In Japan, whisky was
thought to be the preserve of seasoned salarymen
huddled in drinking dens, especially in Tokyo’s
business districts.
That may be changing. In Japan, a growing number of
customers—many of them Generation Xers and Millennials
who are new to the world of spirits—are enjoying whisky.
Some are even choosing it as a go-to thirst-quencher.
Moneyed tourists and consumers on the international
market are also jumping on the bandwagon, especially
that of premium Japanese brands. The upshot? Whisky
production, sales, exports, and imports are on the rise.
Speaking to The Journal, industry experts say this rise
is not too surprising.
“In true Japanese style, Japanese whiskey makers
recognized the quality of single malt Scotch, and after
importing and consuming it for many years, they made their
own and produced products that could compete with the best
in world,” said Paul Flint. Through Premium Beverages Inc.,

FOOD & BEVERAGE

It used to be said that whisky was the drink of

a company he co-founded, Flint distributes US craft spirits
in the Asian market.
In such a climate, Japanese whisky producers are feeling
bullish. In 2014, for example, esteemed US-based whisky
manufacturer Beam Inc.—of Jim Beam and Makers Mark
fame—was acquired by Japanese distilling and brewing
company Suntory Holdings Limited.
GOOD TASTE
A number of factors account for the rise of Japanese whisky,
the experts say. One of them may lie in the Japanese palate
itself, which has always shown an appreciation for quality
and variety.
But however keen Japanese taste buds may be, it only
provides part of the answer. For Rachel Nelson, director of the
Agricultural Trade Office (ATO) of the United States Embassy
in Tokyo, both Japanese and Americans have a love for the
new—and that extends to trendsetting or adoption of the
latest thing. Whisky has become that thing.
“From sake and sushi in Japan to craft beer and popcorn
in the United States, both countries love to launch new trends
and spread them quickly around the country and the world.
Not just delicious food and drinks, but in so many other areas
the countries can adopt cutting-edge trends from one another
and spread these trends in the marketplace,” Nelson said.

Double
Malt

Japanese whisky
makes splash at
home and abroad

By John Amari
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Quality is also highly prized in Japan, and customers are
always interested in a product’s origin, added Paul Kraft, B2B
director for Nestlé Nespresso K.K.
Kraft is also chair of the Food and Agriculture committee of
the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ), where
he leads the chamber’s advocacy positions in the food and
beverages industry.
BRANDING IMAGE
Japanese food and drinks entrepreneur Shiniya Nakajima
agrees with Flint, Nelson, and Kraft. Through his company
EPLGA Co., Ltd, he manages a restaurant and a bar in Tokyo,
namely Wanoba and The Platform. The latter serves Scottish,
US, Canadian, and Japanese whiskies.
Nakajima points to a change in the way Japanese consume
whisky, which involves creating new products and experiences;
an increasing number of customers to his bar order a
highball—a basic, often non-branded whisky consumed with
tonic water as a mixer.
“The rapid increase of whisky consumption is partly due to
the expansion and evolution of the ways to drink highball,”
Nakajima told The Journal.
Though highball-type drinks can trace their origins to the
traditional Scotch and soda, Nakajima has a point. Since 2008,
Suntory has run a successful advertising campaign for highball.
Some of the campaigns have featured social influencers such as
the photogenic Millennial Yuriko Yoshitaka, an actress who was
branded the “freshest female celebrity” in a 2009 poll.
The message has been clear: whisky—especially highball—
is not just a drink for stuffy salarymen, but for younger,
aspirational, and casual drinkers, too. Suntory also has launched
highball offerings for the US market based on Jim Beam whisky.
Sales for Suntory’s highball—which include ready-todrink (RTD) canned whisky drinks—grew 14 percent during
2014–2015, according to the US Embassy’s ATO.
Taking note of this cash cow, Suntory’s competitors are
realizing their own versions of competitively priced RTD
highball drinks—such as Nikka’s Black Clear—which can be
bought in convenience stores at a low price.

Over the past five years,
exports of Japanese
whisky have increased
by almost 180 percent.

PHOTO: SANTA FE SPIRITS
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UNIVERSAL TREND
While creative products and sleek advertising turned whisky
into a hip drink, it was Massan—a TV drama series broadcast
for some six months from the end of September 2014 by
national broadcaster NHK—that breathed new life into a
centuries-old tradition, making it relevant to a new generation
in Japan.
Credited with boosting sales for premium Japanese whiskies,
the popular program romanticizes the real-life story of
Masataka Taketsuru and his Scottish wife Jessie Cowan.
Taketsuru is said to be the founder of Japan’s whisky industry;
he not only began his apprenticeship at a distillery in Scotland
in 1919, but established a distillery in a company that would
later become Suntory, and followed that up by creating the
Nikka brand.
Abroad, Japanese whiskies received a boost following a spate
of international prizes, including 2015 World Whisky of the
Year from the publishers of esteemed industry guide the World
Whisky Bible.
Increased demand—which has mainly been for high-end
Japanese whiskies—has resulted in greater domestic sales

FOOD & BEVERAGE

WHISKY IN NUMBERS
While whisky accounts for less than 2 percent of the domestic
alcoholic drinks market, its market share has grown from
1.1 percent in 2011 to 1.6 percent in 2016, says the US
Embassy’s ATO.
Over the past five years, exports of Japanese whisky have
increased by almost 180 percent. Japanese whisky exports
in 2015 reached 4,693.7 kiloliters (up from 3,842.2 kiloliters
in 2014), with France, Taiwan, the United States, and China,
respectively, taking the top four spots.
In 2015, according to reports, Suntory alone increased
exports by 256,000 cases, a year-on-year boost of 12 percent.
As Japan’s leading whisky producer, the company owns
the Yamazaki, Hakushu, and Chita distilleries.
Asahi Group Holdings Ltd.—Suntory’s main domestic
competitor—also reported higher sales of their whisky and
spirits products, with a nearly 25 percent rise in sales in 2015
compared with 2013. The Asahi Group owns Nikka Whisky
Distilling Co. Ltd. and the Yoichi and Miyagikyo distilleries.
But Japanese are not just consuming and exporting domestic
brands in greater numbers; they are drinking whisky products
from abroad, too, and in growing volumes.
Whisky imports from the United States, for example,
increased 21 percent between 2014 and 2015—from 9,807
to 11,854 kiloliters—according to figures from the Japanese
Ministry of Finance.
While the United Kingdom topped the rankings, the United
States was the second-largest exporter of whisky to Japan,
capturing a healthy piece of the market at 38 percent.
The growing international and domestic market has spurred
the likes of Suntory to make the strategic acquisition of brands
such as Jim Beam, allowing the Japanese company to increase
brand presence, market position, and distribution channels at
home and abroad.

The Cavo wine bar in Ebisu has seen more young people choosing whisky.

A Millennial himself, who has worked in France and
Scotland, Nanaumi says the highball is more common in
Japan than in Europe. Here, both Japanese and non-Japanese
enjoy the drink, especially men in their thirties to fifties; but
“you hardly find the highball in France or Scotland.”
There is a difference, too, in the way younger and older
customers consume whisky. The former prefer low cost
brands, while the latter go for premium ones. “Young people
prefer drinks like Jack Daniel’s and cola or the three-year-old
Yamazaki; but older ones prefer drinks like the Yoichi Single
Malt by Nikka or the 12-year-old Yamazaki.”
WHISKY REVISITED
While at first it may appear that a love of whisky is a new
thing in Japan, history suggests otherwise. After all, the spirit
has been made in Japan since the 1870s.
Drinking whisky was at its peak between the 1950s and
1980s, but it turns out that it has been enjoyed in Japan across
generations and genders.
One patron of Cavo, a professional Japanese woman in her
thirties who has lived in the United States, says she likes wine
with her food when eating in a restaurant, but enjoys whisky
(straight) after dinner when at home.
“It is more relaxing there, and I don’t have to worry if I
drink a little too much,” she said. And how did she come to
enjoy the drink? “My grandma and aunt used to enjoy a sip
before bedtime.”
Although sales of whisky in Japan remained stagnant for
a decade before its rebirth in 2008, recent form suggests
the drink is getting a second wind. This time, it is the next
generation—Japanese and non-Japanese—that is raising a
cheer and quenching their thirst with the esteemed brew. n

PHOTO: SANTA FE SPIRITS

LOCAL FAVORITE
In parts of Tokyo, the number of non-Japanese who request
Japanese whisky—mainly Hakushu Single Malt, Yamazaki
Single Malt, or Nikka From the Barrel—is on the rise, Ken
Nanaumi told The Journal. Nanaumi is a barman at Cavo, a
French wine bar in Ebisu Ward that is popular with Japanese,
expats, and visitors from abroad.
Conversely, Japanese clients wishing to drink foreign brands,
such as The Macallan from Scotland or bourbon on the rocks, is
also on the increase. “It may just be more exotic for Japanese to
try a whisky from another part of the world,” Nanaumi added.

PHOTO: CAVO

and exports of whisky in the last three years, with the greatest
demand coming from the West and Asia.
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SWIMMING AGAINST
THE STREAMS
Traditional TV models face a losing battle as disruptors reach Japan
By Richard Smart

Fans of the British Premier League living in Tokyo have long been
able to subscribe to cable to watch games live. But in August, they got
a nasty shock: The service offered by the four J Sports channels was
drastically reduced. Instead of offering at least four or five live games
each week, there would now be two. Fans of Shinji Okazaki felt added
pain. Okazaki plays for Leicester City—the Davids who defeated
Britain’s Goliath clubs to take the title last year—and the chances of a
live game featuring long-established teams such as Manchester City,
Chelsea, and Liverpool have been drastically reduced.
TV bought for viewing sports just got
bricked—at least until you go and pick
up the right piece of hardware to link it
with your mobile device.
Those in Japan with cable—a service
quickly becoming a relic of a bygone
age when English speakers needed it to
hear any moving image complemented
by sounds in their mother tongue—may
have noticed that the disappearance of
the English Premier League was not

NEW ERA
Cable is in a problematic place worldwide.
Today, anybody with a healthy Internet
connection has no need to subscribe to
its vast amount of channels. Most nonJapanese have no need for the Jidaigeki
Bangumi Channel, which specializes in
samurai dramas. What these residents
from abroad want is Game of Thrones,
Star Trek: Discovery, Mr. Robot, and
Stranger Things. These shows are offered
by online streaming services such as Hulu
and Netflix.
Of these two well established
streaming services from overseas,
Hulu was the first to launch in
Japan—six months after the Great East
Japan Earthquake and Tsunami of
March 11, 2011. It was, initially, a failure.

PHOTO: SINGAPORE SPORTS COUNCIL [CC BY-SA 2.0] VIA FLICKR

“Yes, the service has been cut
somewhat,” a J Sports official said on
the phone. “I am very sorry.” Behind
the cut is a drastic shift in the way we
consume media, which is likely to bring
as much pain to the cable and television
industries as iTunes did to music and
Google News did to journalism. Today,
we no longer want packages. We want an
à la carte menu of our favorite shows—
and online services are delivering that.
Behind the loss of the Premier League
was Sports Navi Live, the joint venture
between Masayoshi Son’s SoftBank and
Yahoo Japan. With little fanfare, the
companies announced in March a new
package that would allow users to see
seven genres of sports—including soccer
and the Premier League—for a fee.
Those with other mobile providers pay
¥3,000 per month, while SoftBank users
pay just ¥500.
Great, right? Perhaps. A cheaper
service from J Sports (English slogan:
“We have the best live coverage of your
favorite sports!”) also costs ¥500 per
month. Instantly, those on other mobile
networks are paying through the nose.
Additionally, the new service is designed
for use with handheld devices such as
smartphones and tablets. That 45-inch

the first reduction of service this year.
Fox Movies simply vanished. Will other
channels follow? Probably. As the Premier
League situation shows, cable cannot
continue to pay for broadcasting rights in
today’s environment.

Shinji Okazaki gets past Brazil's defense in an international friendly in 2014.
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“Hulu had a couple of missteps. But now,
today, four years later and under new
ownership, they are actually growing and
seeing some real success in Japan,” Reed
Hastings, CEO of Netflix, told analysts
in July last year. “But the initial missteps
were pricing was too high. It was ¥2,000
[per month] at that time. It had no
local content.”
Attracting a foreign audience
isn’t the problem, it is getting the locals
on board. For streaming, “it seems to
me their value proposition in Japan will
take them longer,” said Tim Romero
of the Disrupting Japan podcast. “They
don’t have the depth of Japanese
content, and the market itself doesn’t
see Internet-based TV as a normal
thing. It’s a classic case that they haven’t
built up the mindshare with consumers
to let them know what they are offering
and why it has value.”
Today, Hulu is owned by Nippon
Television Network Corporation
and is enjoying a resurgence with
HBO programs and a number of
domestic shows. Netflix, on the other
hand, is going it alone. In June, the
service known for creating original
programming in the US launched
Hibana, a Japanese drama based on the
prizewinning novel of the same name.
Variety called the series “a profoundly
reflective and achingly tender look at
Japan’s vibrant, cutthroat comedy scene.”
“When we release a show like Hibana
in Japan, people are watching . . . all
around the world at the exact same
time, which makes us a very important
part of the entertainment landscape

in those countries, and ultimately to
those consumers as well,” Ted Sarandos,
Netflix’s chief content officer, told
analysts earlier this year. He added
that the company intends to produce
more shows outside of the US. “We
currently have productions going on in
Germany, Spain, Italy, [South] Korea,
Japan, France, Brazil, and Cambodia,”
Sarandos said.
“Globally in 2016, Netflix plans
to release over 600 hours of original
content. We expect to spend close to
$5 billion on original and licensed
content for our members, and this would
double next year,” Yumi Doi, speaking
on behalf of Netflix, told The Journal.
Disrupting Japan's Romero believes
this is the correct strategy. “The Japanese
movie market is 80 percent domestic, so
trying to go with foreign content, it will
win you the foreign audience but won’t
get you to the mainstream,” he said.
With a strategy decided, and likely to
mean more people turning to streaming,
terrestrial networks face a serious threat.
GOING BROKE
The real danger surrounds funding for
journalism and documentaries that do
public good but do not attract serious
advertising dollars. Pay for those working
in media is not rising, and advertising in
print is declining. There is no guarantee
the Internet will help remedy that.
Dentsu’s Advertising Expenditures in
Japan report, released each December,
paints a dark picture. Spending was
at ¥5.84 billion overall in 2010, and
by 2015 it had risen to ¥6.17 trillion.
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Today, we no longer want packages.
We want an à la carte menu
of our favorite shows.
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of receiving one-seg broadcasts—a
method of transmitting television to
cellular phones using the single open
band in terrestrial TV broadcasts—
do not have to pay licensing fees.
This has the government pushing
NHK to research the matter. Both the
Japanese broadcaster and BBC have
similar mandates: to produce TV
not just for the biggest audience, but
also for the sake of improving culture
and society.
That content is unlikely to transfer
to the streaming video-on-demand
model of broadcasting. “Netflix aims
to deliver various types of content
from documentaries to drama series
to animation in order to satisfy our
members,” Doi said. “And Netflix
does not invest in live content such
as news. We focus more on scripted
content that can be enjoyed regardless
of when our members watch it”
Audiences, however, are rarely
interested in high culture or the news:
Sex and soaps sell. Evgeny Morozov,

author of The Net Delusion, notes
that transmissions to convey news
from the West to the Communist
bloc during the Cold War had
unintended effects. “East Germans
were not all that interested in
tracking the latest news from NATO.
Instead, they preferred soft news and
entertainment, particularly American
TV series. Such shows as Dallas,
Miami Vice, Bonanza, Sesame Street,
and The Streets of San Francisco were
particularly popular. Even the leading
Communist Party journal Einheit
acknowledged that Dynasty—known
in Germany as The Denver Clan, and
the most popular of the lot—was
widely watched.”
In an à-la-carte broadcasting
world, soft shows are more likely
to make the big money than hardhitting fact-based programs. But
this is the direction in which we’re
heading, for better or worse. And
streaming services are leading
the way. n

PHOTO: MARYLAND GOVPICS [CC BY-SA 2.0] VIA FLICKR

However, a closer look at the statistics
shows many areas of media in crisis.
Newspapers hit peak advertising
in 1990, when spending was at
¥1.35 trillion. In 2015, the figure stood
at ¥567.9 billion. Magazines fell from
¥477.7 billion in 2006 to ¥244.3 billion
in 2015. Television was at ¥2.14 trillion
in 2005 and ¥1.8 trillion in 2015.
Online spending, on an upward
curve, hit ¥1.15 trillion in 2015 and
is increasing at an accelerating rate,
currently around ¥100 billion per year.
Questions about the future of
advertising are not limited to simple
quantities—though the issue of when
and if TV and print advertising
bottom out is important. When
advertising goes online, what happens
to the unpopular-but-important
shows? Where does news come from?
In an à-la-carte broadcast world, if
metrics are most important, will there
be space for great documentary and
avant garde drama makers?
The world has owed a lot to public
broadcasters over the years. The British
Broadcasting Corporation, today
under constant attack for “wasting
public money,” brought us Monty
Python, Doctor Who, and Have I Got
News For You, a precursor to topical
comedy programs in the US such as
The Daily Show. In Japan, NHK has
always broadcast less-compromising
investigative journalism such as
Close Up Gendai, which was recently
moved from its prime-time nightly
slot of 7:30 to 10:00, and Project X,
a documentary series that looks at
Japan’s great cultural, scientific, and
sporting achievements.
The screw is being turned on NHK.
A judge in Saitama recently ruled
that viewers using devices capable

TECHNOLOGY

TV Advertising
Spending in Decline

Maryland Governor Martin O'Malley visits the set of Netflix's House of Cards at Joppa, MD in 2013.
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SAIL
TECH

How technology
boosts America’s Cup

By Alana Bonzi

On June 2, it was announced that a challenger selection race for the
America’s Cup sailing competition would be held November 18–20 in
Fukuoka Prefecture. Originally awarded in 1851, the America’s Cup is
the oldest sporting trophy for international competition—yet this will
be the first time a related event will take place in Asia.
Positioned as a global city and
gateway to Asia, Fukuoka already
attracts a large number of cruise
ships. But the smaller vessels that
will fill the waters as part of the Louis
Vuitton America’s Cup World Series
will bring new eyes and new tech to
the nation’s fifth-largest city—and
perhaps give the sport of sailing a
boost in Japan as well.
The 35th America’s Cup will
take place in May and June 2017 in
Hamilton, Bermuda, with the main
event being the America’s Cup Match.
The Louis Vuitton America’s Cup

World Series is part of the two-year
run-up, and comprises 10 two-day
heats that take place in nine countries.
Fukuoka is the final stop. The current
defender, Oracle Team USA, will
face five challengers: Groupama
Team France, SoftBank Team Japan,
Emirates Team New Zealand, Land
Rover BAR Team (UK), and Artemis
Racing Team (Sweden).
The organizers have taken care to
ensure that spectators onshore can
experience those “feelings of victory
and agony of defeat” in vivid detail.
According to Sir Russell Coutts,

PHOTO: TIWAL–WWW.TIWAL.JP
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During the last America’s Cup in
2013, Oracle used 300 sensors to help
Team USA win. This time around
they are increasing this to 1,000 as
they work to collect and analyze even
more data about the ship and sailors.
More than 80 percent of the sensors
will be on the wing sail.
Another tech advantage will be
provided by visual data captured
using a drone, and audio recordings
used to debrief performance. And
Oracle Team USA will gain another
edge still through a partnership with
Intel to analyze fluid dynamics.
SoftBank Team Japan is also
looking to use these advantages to
its own benefit. It has organized the
team—as well as training and tech
with Oracle Team USA—and has
formed a technological partnership
with Oracle. According to Sir Russell
Coutts, the New Zealander who
has five America’s Cup titles to his
name, this trio of good boat, good
people, and good technology means
that “Team Japan has a real chance
at winning.”
Teams are led by former Olympic
athletes, and multiple winners of past
America’s Cup races. SoftBank Team

Japan’s skipper Dean Barker is the
New Zealander who led his team to
the America’s Cup finals in 2013, and
Manager Kazuhiro “Fuku” Sofuku
participated with Team Japan in
1995 and 2000.
FROM WATER TO LAND
All of the data collected from
sensors, drones, and other methods
is fed back to BMW engineers,
including Thomas Hahn and
Christoph Erbelding. There is a
great deal of overlap between high
performance cars and catamarans—
drag, power, and design—so
opportunities for shared learning
and two-way technological transfer
are plenty.
Hahn explains: “We applied our
analysis and optimization methods
from the automobile industry to
successfully influence the layout—
meaning the number and positioning
of various carbon layers—during
construction of the boats. The BMW
Oracle Team yacht was one of the
lightest ever to compete in the
America’s Cup.”
BMW’s work with the America’s
Cup is now in its 14th year, and the

PHOTO: ACEA / SHAUN ROSTER

TECH ADVANTAGE
Coming into play in today’s world of
competitive sailing is cutting-edge
technology, including onboard cameras,
microphones, and sensors.
According to Ian “Fresh” Burns,
Oracle Team USA performance
director: “America’s Cup yachts have
many rule-defined components. This
makes the differences between the boats
and crew performance the defining
contribution for success. Having
the advantage of access to the best
technology can make a difference. It can
add up to better performance across the
board, and hopefully a match-winning
advantage.”
In fact, Oracle Japan Senior Vice
President Hiroshige Sugihara, in a
presentation at Tokyo American Club
on July 29, cited the placement of 300
sensors on the boat and its crew as a key
to victory for Oracle Team USA in the
34th America’s Cup.
That would be unrecognizable to the
first winner, in 1851, a US schooner
named America (hence the name of
the trophy). The boats of today differ
greatly from the America. These AC45F
double-hull catamarans, each 45–50 feet
(14–15 meters) long and with a crew
of five, are best-in-class technological
innovations. They are built from ultralightweight material with daggerboards
or foils. The daggerboard—a retractable
centerboard that slides into a casing—
causes the boat to “foil,” or sail with
both hulls out of the water. And with
aerodynamic wingsails that look like
the wings of a vertical take-off plane,
these boats can skim the water’s surface
at speeds of up to 35 knots (70 kmph).
Next July, top speeds should reach
50 knots (92.6 kmph)—three times the
average speed of wind.

SPORTS BUSINESS

This trio of good boat, good people, and
good technology means that “Team Japan
has a real chance at winning.”

five-time America’s Cup winner and
current CEO of the America’s Cup
Event Authority, “the sailing action
will be very close to the shore where
people can see the race. Spectators
can also follow on their smartphones,
and it is easy to see who is winning
or who is losing.” Indeed, they will be
so close to the action that they will be
able to see the faces of the sailors and
hear every groan of the vessels.
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SPORTS BUSINESS

There is a great deal of overlap
between high performance cars
and catamarans.

knowledge gained has helped with
the development of the all-electric
BMW i3 and the BMW i8 hybrid
sports car. The chassis of these cars
is made of carbon fiber-reinforced
plastic, the same material used to
construct the high-tech yachts.
“We have learned a lot from our
colleagues at BMW Oracle Racing,
particularly the swift creation and
evaluation of concepts,” said and
Erbelding. “Paul Bieker, when in
charge of the structural team and
now head of design for Oracle Team
USA, is an expert in this field. He has
shared a lot of tips and tricks that
have helped us improve our expertise
in the area of layout and construction
of carbon fiber prototypes in these
dimensions.”
The intuitive cockpit design, as
well as the absolute precision needed
to steer the foils, comes from BMW
motoring experience.
Oracle Team USA skipper Jimmy
Spithill, two-time winner of the
America’s Cup and 2014 Sailor of the
Year, makes split-second decisions
depending on course position,
wind speed, and adjustments to
the foils that lift the boat out of the
water. He explains: “Races with

the America’s Cup catamarans are
exciting to watch and incredibly
fun to be part of it. The boats are
unbelievably fast on the foils.
However, mastering and steering
these mighty yachts is very complex.
We have not previously had an
optimal solution for adjusting the
rudder and foils. I am thrilled with
the new system developed by the
BMW race engineers, as the yacht
that can ‘fly’ the longest has the best
chance of winning the race.”
BMW Motorsport director Jens
Marquardt said: “We have accepted
the challenge to develop a solution for
an optimal steering system for Oracle
Team USA with great enthusiasm.
This task gives us the opportunity to
showcase our racing expertise in a
demanding, competitive environment
away from automobile racing. Racing
is still racing—whether on asphalt
or water. As such, we are entirely
committed to the America’s Cup
technology transfer project.”
Sailing—already a green sport—
is enhanced by the use of BMW
iTechnology. Said Grant Simmer,
Oracle Team USA general manager:
“We are delighted that we can travel
sustainably and with minimum

emissions on land as well. The
BMW i Solar Carports are another
important step.”
Through the combination of
technological innovation and Big
Data, the American’s Cup is serving
as a springboard from which tech
can benefit our lives both on and off
the water.
But in the end, the Louis Vuitton
America’s World Cup Fukuoka is not
only about tech but also re-igniting
the image of sailing in Japan.
“We are very proud to be a part
of this historical sports event in
Japan,” said Oracle’s Sugihara. “This
first America’s Cup in Japan will be
a strategic move towards the Tokyo
2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games. I am sure that it will be the
best showcase of sports innovation
with technologies.”
And as Oracle Team USA PR and
Communications Director Peter
Rusch explained: “Many Japanese
remember the America’s Cup of the
1990s, with slow monohull boats
that sailed offshore in races that
lasted three hours. So Fukuoka
is a real chance to bring the new
America’s Cup boats, technology,
and the best teams to Japan.” n
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The Women
behind the ART
of

HIV/AIDS Research

Testing, treatment, and surveillance: the best lines of defense

PHOTO: STRANGER28 / 123RF

By Brandi Goode

Abbott International's Global
Surveillance Program has
collected more than 40,000
blood specimens since 1994.

Thirty-five years ago, an acronym emerged on the US West Coast
to describe an unusual, newly discovered infection found among
homosexual men: gay-related immune deficiency (GRID).
It was caused by the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and
four years later the first HIV-positive
Japanese patient was identified—a
gay man residing in San Francisco.
More than three decades later,
what was once known as GRID is
called acquired immune deficiency
syndrome (AIDS), and the disease
affects a broad swathe of the global
population. Women represent about
one-fifth of AIDS sufferers today.
PAVING THE WAY
Since the first diagnosis in 1981,
female researchers and leaders have
been instrumental in treating the
disease once thought to be limited
to men and intravenous drug users.
Perhaps the most well-known is
Dr. Francoise Barré-Sinoussi, the
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2008 Nobel Laureate credited with
co-discovering the HIV virus in
1983. Barré-Sinoussi will be in Japan
November 7–9 as part of AstraZeneca
Japan’s Nobel Prize Inspiration
Initiative. The event is designed to
inspire young researchers and women
in the fields of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM).
Mary Nishikawa, now an
academic trainer for Japan’s Cactus
Communications K.K., was also
involved in early AIDS research in the
1980s, at New Jersey’s F. HoffmannLa Roche lab. Nishikawa credits her
supervisor, Dr. Herbert Weissbach—
then the director of the Roche
Institute of Molecular Biology—
with having given her “the job of a
lifetime . . . playing a small part in
the development of the drug that

eventually saved millions of lives.”
This drug was Saquinavir, a protease
inhibitor known by its brand names
Invirase and Fortovase, an early HIV
medication approved by the US Food
and Drug Administration in 1995.
Weissbach, she told The Journal,
inspired everyone to feel that “work
on every minute piece of the puzzle
mattered”—even though she and
her team did not realize at the time
how important their research was.
Today, HIV/AIDS patients mostly
rely on combined antiretroviral
treatments (ARTs) to reduce the
amount of HIV in the bloodstream
to very low levels, sometimes
enabling the body’s immune cells
to rebound to normal levels. Even
when patients respond well to ART,
however, it does not cure HIV. The
drugs can be costly and cause serious
side effects. Furthermore, because
HIV constantly mutates, the virus
often develops resistance, rendering
medications ineffective.

1994: MAJOR MILESTONES
The US National Institutes of Health
issued guidelines in 1994 requiring
grant applicants to address “the
appropriate inclusion of women and
minorities in clinical research.” This
declaration followed recognition of
the growing number of women living
with AIDS. In 2002, the number of
female to male sufferers reached its
peak of just above 50 percent.
The year 1994 also marked Japan’s
hosting of the 10th International
AIDS Conference. Held in Yokohama,
the conference was the first to be
staged in Asia. Many people saw this
as a turning point in Japan’s history
with the epidemic, which until then
had been in the shadows of Japanese
society. Dr. Aikichi Iwamoto, who
has chaired the National HIV
Surveillance Committee at the
Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfare since 2005, encourages
Japanese patients to speak up about
the need to improve medical care and
the social environment surrounding
the disease. Many “defer from
demanding improvements because of
the sense that they had brought the
disease on themselves.

PHOTO: RAFALGOLBA / 123RF

Rowena Johnston, PhD, is vice
president and director of research
at amfAR. “Innovation can come
in different forms: a new scientific
idea, a new way to execute a
scientific plan, a new way to fund
the research. Our grants support
scientists who bring ideas from
outside of HIV to bear on curing
HIV,” she told The Journal. The
nonprofit was instrumental in
funding pioneering work that explores
the use of ART to prevent mother-tochild transmission of the virus.
In 1994, a definitive clinical trial
known as ACT G076 showed that
the use of ART could cut the risk
of mother-to-child transmission
by two-thirds. The same year, three
other high points were hit in the fight
against AIDS.

SCIENCE

DIVERSITY BREEDS INNOVATION
While Barré-Sinoussi and Nishikawa
were making progress in the lab,
key HIV/AIDS milestones were
taking place in the public realm.
The year 1985 marked the first
International AIDS Conference,
held in Atlanta, Ga. In July 2016, the
21st International AIDS Conference
(AIDS 2016) convened in Durban,
South Africa, attracting more than
15,000 participants.
One of the headline speakers this
year was Dr. Jintanat Ananworanich,
MD, PhD, associate director for
therapeutic research at the US
Military HIV Research Program.
Ananworanich presented groundbreaking findings from her study of
the HIV viral reservoir in children
infected with HIV. The size of this
reservoir has often been cited as a
marker of how difficult it will be to
achieve remission; the smaller the
reservoir, the easier to control the
virus. Those diagnosed early typically
have a smaller viral reservoir and thus,
logic follows, they can more easily
achieve remission. Ananworanich
found, however, that ART treatment
during such acute infection had no
impact on delaying a viral rebound.
Her work is significant for researchers
who have long focused on reducing
the size of the reservoir, which may
not be necessary to achieve remission.
In addition to the first global AIDS
conference, 1985 saw the launch of
amfAR—The Foundation for AIDS
Research—an international nonprofit
co-founded by actress Elizabeth Taylor.
The organization funds a diverse pool
of global researchers whose innovation
supports the search for a cure.

“The social stigma needs to be
changed to incorporate more patients’
voices into public policy,” Iwamoto
said in 2014, in response to data
showing the number of people living
with HIV/AIDS had risen slightly
in Japan in 2013. In most other
industrialized nations, including the
United States, infection figures have
been falling since the beginning of
the millennium.
Japan’s HIV cases represent a small
fraction of those in the United States,
but a few factors are cause for concern.
From 2000 to 2014, the number of
reported cases of HIV in the country
more than doubled; in addition, the
number of people getting tested has
been falling. Seventy percent of all
cases of HIV infection are sufferers in
their twenties or thirties.
In the lead-up to and the momentum
following the 1994 AIDS conference in
Yokohama, many public and nonprofit
organizations were founded to support
patients, such as the Japan HIV Center,
the Japan Society for AIDS Research,
and the government’s AIDS Core Care
Hospital system. Campaigns targeting
the at-risk youth population were
launched sporadically, including a
concert by popular Japanese all-male
band Exile that was broadcast online.
A temporary HIV testing center was
set up near the main stage. Testing also
became free and anonymous at public
health centers in the 1990s. Still, many
international activists suggest Japan
must take more action to educate youth
about risky behavior that could lead to
contracting HIV.

Since the first diagnosis in 1981, female
researchers and leaders have been
instrumental in treating the disease.
Dr. Francoise Barré-Sinoussi co-discovered the
HIV virus in 1983.
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Françoise

Barré-Sinoussi
フランソワーズ・バレシヌシ

Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine 2008
アストラゼネカ株式会社とノーベル・メディアは、ノーベル賞受賞者から学生や若手研究者へその経験を伝えるためにノーベルプ
ライズ・インスピレーション・イニシアティブを各国で実施しています。本企画の一環として、2008年にノーベル生理学・医学賞を受
賞されたフランソワーズ・バレシヌシ先生をフランスからお招きして、自身のご経験についてご講演いただきます。

東京会場
2016年11月８日
（火）

東京大学 伊藤国際学術研究センター
B2F「伊藤謝恩ホール」
〒113-0033 東京都文京区本郷7-3-1
TEL：03-5841-0779

プログラム
（予定）
：同時通訳あり

◆ 午前の部 ◆ (午前の部は東京会場・京都会場での開催時刻は同じです）
10 : 00 開場
10 : 30 ‒11: 30 基調講演
「 From HIV's discovery to global health challenges of the 21st Century
（世界が抱える医療の課題：HIV発見から21世紀を考えて）」
Françoise Barré-Sinoussi, PhD.（Institut Pasteur, France）
11: 30 ‒12 : 00 質疑応答
◆ 午後の部 ◆ (午後の部は東京会場・京都会場での開催時刻が違います）
東京会場13: 45／京都会場14: 00 開場
東京会場14: 00 ‒ 15 : 30／京都会場14 :15 ‒15:30 シンポジウム
「 My Science Career ～多様なステップで拓くサイエンスキャリア～ 」
Françoise Barré-Sinoussi, PhD.（Institut Pasteur, France）
他 パネリスト
午前の部、または午後の部のみの参加も可能です。

〈東京会場〉共催

京都会場
2016年11月９日（水）
京都大学 芝蘭会館 2F「稲盛ホール」

〒606-8501 京都市左京区吉田近衛町 京都大学医学部構内
参加方法：参加費は無料です。下記URLより事前参加登録を
お願いいたします。当日会場でのお申し込みも可能ですが、
お席に限りがあるためお断りさせていただくこともございます
（定員 東京会場300名、京都会場200名）。

事前参加登録期間
〈東京会場〉
2016年9月12日
（月）10：00 ～11月1日
（火）17：00
〈京都会場〉
2016年9月12日
（月）10：00 ～11月2日
（水）
17：00
URL : www.coac.co.jp/npii/npii.html

【事前参加登録問合せ先】
株式会社コンベンションアカデミア 上野分室
NPII事前参加登録窓口
〒110-0015 東京都台東区東上野1-6-10 ARTビル4F
E-mail：npii@m-ps.co.jp
TEL：03-5816-1058 FAX：03-5816-1056

〈京都会場〉共催

PHOTO: BLUERASBERRY (OWN WORK) [CC BY-SA 3.0] VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

NEW SOLUTIONS, OLD PROBLEMS
Mary Rodgers, PhD, is currently head
of Abbott’s surveillance program, which
is based in the Chicago area. Rodgers
coordinates the intake of leftover blood
draws from clinicians and blood banks
across five continents. Along with her
five colleagues, who are part of a larger
group of infectious disease researchers,
Rodgers attempts to classify and
sequence the multitude of HIV strains
across the globe. Their work is crucial
in the development of tests than can
detect all mutations of the virus.
“I was ultimately drawn to infectious
disease research to make a difference
in healthcare,” she told The Journal.
“I want to find new solutions to
old problems.”
Throughout her career, Rodgers has
benefited from female scientific role
models, such as her graduate advisor at
Harvard University, Priscilla Yang. “I’ve
followed in her footsteps, establishing
a career while balancing a family,”
she shared.

SCIENCE

Our main weapons in the fight
against HIV/AIDS remain early
testing, treatment, and surveillance of
the constantly mutating virus. To this
end, also in 1994, Abbott International
set up its Global Surveillance Program,
and has since collected more than
40,000 blood specimens of HIV and
hepatitis from collaborators worldwide.
The goal of the program is simple:
Keep track of new strains of these
viruses so that the tests developed to
detect them can keep pace.

Global Village at 2012 International AIDS Conference on July 22–27 in Washington DC

Rodgers was due to have her
second child just before this article
went to print, and plans to return
to work after six weeks’ maternity
leave. Expecting a daughter, she
admits to always considering ways
to encourage young women to enter
science, technology, engineering,
and math (STEM) fields. “It’s also
important to encourage boys to see
women as scientists. I see less women
in scientific leadership roles, so I hope
that by working in this [management]
position, I can serve as an example
to others.”
She acknowledges how women have
“contributed every step of the way”
in HIV/AIDS research, pointing to
long-time Abbott employee Robin
Gutierrez, who helped develop the
first HIV test used to screen the blood
supply in the 1980s.
When asked what comes next for
the AIDS pandemic—vaccination or
cure—Rodgers opts for the former,
suggesting it is perhaps “our best bet
in the long term.”

COUNTDOWN TO CURE
On the other end of the research
spectrum, at AIDS 2016, BarréSinoussi said: “HIV cure research
has the potential to alter the future
of this epidemic . . . Science is now
telling us that a remission of HIV
infection allowing patients to live
free from antiretroviral drugs should
be achievable.”
Rowena Johnston and amfAR are
similarly focused on finding “the
scientific basis of a cure,” rather than
a vaccine, by 2020. The institution has
invested $100 million in research “to
answer critical roadblock questions
and provide the scientific knowledge
base on which the design of a cure will
rely.” In November 2015, it announced
the launch of the amfAR Institute for
HIV Cure Research, a San Franciscobased body that brings together the
finest minds working in HIV research.
Certainly now, as in the past, female
scientists are invaluable in enacting the
vision of an AIDS-free planet within
our lifetime. n

JAPAN

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

3,000 people

newly infected in 2015

5.1 million

total number of
people living with HIV
AIDS claimed an estimated

180,000 lives
in the region in 2015.

JAPAN

16,903
HIV infection
cases

7,658 AIDS
cases
as of the end of 2014

Men comprised

97
%
of the new AIDS

patients in 2013.
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KARATE KID
From childhood fight to entrepreneur
By Anthony Fensom
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ENTREPRENEUR

Some lessons in the school of life come harder than

SPORTING CHANCE
While his fighting career was ended by a serious hip injury,
others. For Greek-Danish entrepreneur Nicholas Pettas,
Pettas was only just discovering his flair for business. His
being beaten up in the street at the age of 14 may have
opportunity arrived through a surprise phone call from sports
company Reebok.
been one of the best things to ever happen to him.
“Reebok had just begun sponsoring the CrossFit Games
and were looking for global ambassadors, and I realized it was
With no fighting experience or knowledge of how to defend
a fantastic opportunity,” he explained. “I had done martial
himself, he ran home—but promised himself that he would never
arts for many years, and it turned out CrossFit was something
again suffer that feeling of helplessness.
I quickly became passionate about. And I was pretty good
Four years later, he left Denmark and boarded a one-way flight
at it, too.”
to Tokyo, where he was to become uchi-deshi, a live-in student,
Pettas opened his own “box” (gym) in the Tokyo suburb
under famed sensei Masutatsu Oyama, the founder of fullof Nishi-Azabu, and later co-founded another in Roppongi.
contact karate-style Kyokushin.
While initial interest was limited primarily to expatriates, he
It was the beginning of a journey that saw the “Blue-Eyed
has successfully expanded his client base to 267 members
Samurai” compete in the K-1 World Grand Prix in front of
and counting, the majority of whom are Japanese. Having
70,000 people at the Tokyo Dome, win the Japanese K-1 title, and
become the biggest CrossFit operator in Japan, he now plans
become a Reebok ambassador for CrossFit—playing a major role
further expansion.
in its introduction to Japan. Later he would become a successful
“I’m hoping to expand to 10 boxes, as there isn’t anyone else
entrepreneur and media personality.
really doing this here yet. It makes
But reflecting on his early years in
sense to expand as aggressively as we
You could say my strategy
Japan, Pettas says it was the teachings of
can,” Pettas said.
went wrong; but it was a
Oyama-sensei that laid the foundation
Besides his burgeoning CrossFit
big learning experience
for his subsequent success.
empire, Pettas is launching an online
“The most important thing I learned
fitness service backed by expert
as a dormitory student at the Kyokushinkaikan, the headquarters
advice from nutritionists, trainers, and counselors as a way of
of Kyokushin, was to be courageous in the face of any obstacle,
expanding CrossFit’s reach in Japan. He has also co-presented
the spirit of never giving up, and the motivation to want to
a show called Imagine Nation on NHK World for the past
succeed in everything you do in life,” Pettas said.
four years, as well as having appeared in a number of Japanese
“We would do all chores [for our seniors], run around for
movies over the past decade.
them all day, and make sure everything was done the right way
Pettas credits his business success to persistence,
at the right time,” he explained. “But it taught me how to do
but acknowledges Japan can be a tough market for
business with clients, so it was fantastic preparation for working
foreign entrants.
life in Japan.”
“As with anything in life, if you want to succeed in business
Pettas’s completion of the vigorous 1,000-day program
you have to be persistent and find a way to enjoy what you do.
made him the second ever foreign graduate and, with Oyama’s
If you don’t enjoy it, you’re not going to put all your effort into
passing shortly after his graduation, also the last uchi-deshi of
it; and clients can see that,” he said.
the founding master.
“I truly love what I do. I love to help people, and that’s the
After being crowned European Karate Heavyweight Champion
answer to becoming successful.”
in 1995, Pettas was offered a career in K-1, a Japanese kickboxing
For those arriving in Japan for the first time, Pettas
promotion, where he was knocked out in his first fight.
suggests learning the language as well as raising the bar on
He spent the next two years training and adjusting from karate
customer service.
to kickboxing, culminating in a first-round knockout victory.
“If you are used to a standard of service in other countries,
One year and four wins later he was crowned Japanese K-1
what needs to be done in Japan may seem extreme,” he said.
champion, qualifying him for the World Grand Prix, where he
“But any business looking to succeed here should expect to
would meet a host of other national champions.
be held to those high standards.”
“When I first got to the Tokyo Dome in front of 70,000
Having overcome life’s challenges, the hard way, Pettas’s
onlookers, I felt very small; and the ring was just a tiny dot in
example should serve as inspiration to any budding
an ocean of people. I lost and had my nose broken that day,
entrepreneur. As Miyagi-sensei said in The Karate Kid: “It’s
so you could say my strategy went wrong; but it was a big
okay to lose to an opponent. It’s never okay to lose to fear.” n
learning experience,” he said of an
early bout.
The next year Pettas suffered a
A DAY IN THE LIFE: NIC PETTAS
sickening leg injury that required three
7:30 a.m.
Wake up, eat breakfast, and head to the gym
years of rehabilitation before he could
return to the ring. He would fight seven
Morning
Work out for a couple of hours, then back home for lunch
more times, with his final victory coming
Afternoon
Coach either personal classes or normal classes
in front of 47,000 people in Osaka against
7'1" (216 cm) giant Kim Young Hyun,
Evening
Handle the business side and coach a few more classes
who had 13 inches (33 cm) over the
10:00 p.m.
Get home
5'11" (180 cm) Pettas.
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J-MEDIA

Diet Dailies

MINISTRY OF ECONOMY,
TRADE AND INDUSTRY

DOES TPP OPTIMISM REMAIN?
Members of the Japanese government
are wavering between watchfulness
and optimism concerning the eventual
fate of the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP), regarding which the nominees
of America’s two major political
parties have voiced a cautious stance.
Opposition has increased in the US, and
Congressional approval during President
Barack Obama’s remaining months
might not be forthcoming. Meanwhile,
both candidates are seen as pragmatic,
and whoever is elected is expected
to seek revisions rather than reject
it outright.
The Democratic Party platform
made public on July 25 states: “All trade
agreements, including TPP, should
meet the standards of job creation and
national security.” Nominee Hillary
Clinton has pointed out the possibility
of renegotiations to address such
weaknesses as the effects of currency
exchange manipulation on trade.
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The Republican Party platform
announced on July 18 includes
the caution that “important
trade agreements should not be
approved during the lame duck
Congress.” At the nominating
convention on July 21, Donald
Trump rejected the TPP, vowing
he would “not sign it.”
Quite a few in government
ministries and agencies, however,
take an optimistic view of the
candidates’ remarks. When
President Obama was vying for
the Democratic nomination in
2008, there were calls for revising
the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA). But once
in office, those calls fell silent. Similarly,
in 1992, Democratic nominee Governor
Bill Clinton voiced opposition to NAFTA,
but became a supporter as president and
the agreement was passed.
MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS
AND COMMUNICATIONS

DOCOMO’S DIFFICULTIES
IN INDIA
NTT DoCoMo sought compensation for
shares in a communications subsidiary
it had been allocated based on a
contract with the Mumbai-based Tata
conglomerate. The International Court
of Arbitration ruled that Tata should pay
$1.172 billion (about ¥121 billion). At a
press conference on July 29, DoCoMo
President Kazuhiro Yoshizawa announced
that Tata was defying the ruling, and as a
result DoCoMo has requested seizure of
Tata assets in London and India.
It is believed that the failure of
DoCoMo’s investment in India will affect
the company’s strategy. An unnamed
high-ranking bureaucrat at the Ministry
of Internal Affairs and Communications

Japan policy updates translated
from Keizaikai magazine

remarked apprehensively, “While it’s
between people in two different countries,
if this goes on as is, it might have a negative
effect on Indo–Japanese relations."
According to DoCoMo, Tata claimed it
sought approval for sale of the shares from
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), but the
bank did not grant permission.
In 2009, DoCoMo invested some
¥264 billion in Tata’s mobile phone
subsidiary, in which it held 26 percent of
the shares. But the business continued
to flounder due to heavy competition.
When DoCoMo pulled out in April 2014,
it requested that Tata abide by the terms
of the contract and buy back the shares.
But due to non-compliance, it requested
arbitration by the court in January 2015.
Following its initial investment of
¥264 billion, DoCoMo subsequently
invested ¥11 billion in an affiliate in 2010
and, to bolster the network, remitted about
¥14.6 billion in 2011. The mobile subsidiary
accumulated debts of ¥96 billion, and at
the end of March 2014 DoCoMo reported
accrued losses of ¥220 billion.
Up to now DoCoMo’s overseas ventures
have met with a string of failures. They
include a ¥409 billion investment in KPN
Mobile of the Netherlands, ¥186 billion
in Hutchison 3G of the UK in 2000, and
¥1.2 trillion in AT&T Wireless in the
US in 2001, making for accrued losses
of some ¥1.5 trillion. By 2005, it had
withdrawn from all three ventures.
While DoCoMo has disposed of the
investment quagmire, Vice President
Akira Terasaki, a former director general
for policy planning at the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications,
had been regarded as a man of ability.
[But] smiling with a sense of bitter irony,
a veteran bureaucrat at the Ministry of
General Affairs remarked, “The domestic
mobile market has matured, and although
SoftBank and KDDI have been investing
abroad, DoCoMo’s overseas deployment
has been locked out, despite Mr. Terasaki’s
having come on board.” n

PARTNER CONTENT

MEDAL TECH
Tokyo’s Olympic prizes will be made from e-waste
By Ken Sakakibara

Organizers of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games are
hoping to source the gold, silver, and bronze needed to make medals
for the Games by tapping into the country’s “urban mine”—made up
of millions of discarded smartphones and other consumer electronics.
Such electronic waste contains
enough precious metals to produce
all the medals for the Olympic and
Paralympic Games to be held in
Japan’s capital four years from now,
according to a group of Olympics
organizers, government officials, and
company executives who discussed
the proposal in June.
For the 2012 London Olympics,
9.6 kg of gold, 1,210 kg of silver,
and 700 kg of copper—the primary
component of bronze—was used to
produce medals. In comparison, the
amount of precious metals recovered
from discarded small consumer
electronics in Japan in 2014 included
143 kg of gold, 1,566 kg of silver, and
1,112 tons of copper.
While Japan is poor in natural
resources, its “mine” of gold and
silver, contained in consumer
electronics, is equivalent to 16%
and 22% of the world’s total reserves,
respectively—surpassing the
reserves of any natural resourceabundant nation.
Olympic host cities usually procure
metal for medals largely by asking
mining companies to donate them.
The idea of using recycled
electronics in the medals was
discussed at a June 10 meeting in
Tokyo to consider “cooperation
proposals for the Tokyo 2020
operation plan” with an eye to a
“sustainable future.” Participants
included officials of the Tokyo
Olympic and Paralympic organizing
committee, the Ministry of the
Environment, and the Tokyo
Metropolitan Government, as

well as executives from mobile phone
company NTT DoCoMo, precious
metals company Tanaka Kikinzoku
Kogyo, and recycling companies.
One challenge is the fact that Japan
has not fully implemented a system
for collecting discarded consumer
electronics. While about 650,000 tons
of small electronics and electric home
appliances are discarded in Japan
every year, it is estimated that less than
100,000 tons is collected under a system
based on the small home appliance
recycling law, which came into force
in 2013. The environment ministry
has called on municipalities to target
collecting 1 kg of small consumer
electronics per person per year, but
many municipalities have fallen short of
collecting even 100 grams per person.
In addition, much of the metal that
is recovered is already being reused
to make new electronics. Silver, in

particular, faces a tight supply–demand
balance, making it uncertain whether
enough can be obtained to produce the
Olympic medals.
By raising public awareness, the
amount of electronic waste that is
collected and recycled could be increased.
Recycling is already widespread in Japan
for many products, including milk
cartons and plastic bottle caps.
“We need a system that makes it
easy for consumers to turn in used
consumer electronics,” said Takeshi
Kuroda, president of ReNet Japan
Group, an Obu, Aichi Prefecture-based
company that purchases and sells used
home appliances. n

© 2016 Nikkei Inc.
Nikkei Asian Review is published
by Nikkei Inc. All rights reserved.

Turning electronic waste into medals
Homes

Metal refining
company

ReNet Japan

(consumers)

Recycles metals from
consumer electronics into:

Gold medals

Used consumer
electronics placed in
cardboard boxes

Collection
scheduled online

Sagawa Express
picks up boxes
free of charge

Silver medals

Bronze medals
Collects, dismantles products
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Become a cross-border
mediation professional:
Intensive Mediation Skills Training
A sophisticated week-long intensive course for
lawyers, administrators, conflict resolution specialists,
educators, and other professionals.
Offered jointly by US top-ranked STRAUS INSTITUTE
OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION, PEPPERDINE LAW
SCHOOL, and DOSHISHA LAW SCHOOL

�

Offered in Tokyo from
November 28 through
December 3, 2016

Japan-focused version of Straus Institute’s popular Mediating
the Litigated Case™ course

�

Learn the essentials of Western-style mediation techniques
from the mediator attorneys at one of the top-ranked dispute
resolution programs in the United States

Five full days of instruction
(excluding November 29)

�

For more information, contact:
ji-ls@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Certification and up to 40 hours of MCLE credits
(including two ethics credits) available for US-qualified attorneys

�

Offered at Doshisha University’s Tokyo Seminar Center,
conveniently located near Tokyo Station

�

Program conducted in English. Simultaneous
Japanese–English interpretation available upon request
(prior application required, extra charges apply).

�

¥240,000 (¥20,000 discount for ACCJ Members!)
Certain other discounts may also apply.

�

Space is limited, so apply as early as possible to
secure your seat.

The application form can be downloaded from the following URL: http://law-school.doshisha.ac.jp/00_info/mediationskillstraining.html
for online brochure containing program details and how to register.

www.springjapan.com

By Charles Breen

D

ata science, much like Big Data
and machine learning, has
become a search buzzword over the
last few years. Our fascination with
these terms has not gone unnoticed
by human resources departments.
Popping up in many job descriptions
and job titles, these phrases have
often become tantalizing—and a
tad confusing—to the jobseeker, as
each set of requirements can differ
significantly from the last.
Companies pepper their job
descriptions with references to
tools such as Hadoop, Teradata, R,
and Matlab, while others still look
for strategy experts and those with
statistical analysis backgrounds.
From office to office, the job

description changes (most likely
due to the strengths of each hiring
manager) and the definition of
data science refuses to be easily
locked down.
Of all the articles I have read to
get a better understanding of this
expanding domain and job market,
the clearest so far is Justin Megahan’s
piece for mixpanel.com titled
“This is the Difference Between
Statistics and Data Science.” To
paraphrase his article: data science
is the coalescence of statistics,
computer programming, and product
knowledge. It is well worth a read
for those who want a buzzword-lite
understanding of this field, and for
those considering whether data
science is a career path they wish to
undertake and be competitive in.
If you wish to become part of
this market, you will need to have a
wider range of skills and knowledge
than many roles demand. It is not
likely to be something you can learn
overnight, and is not the easiest
skill set to acquire. So is it worth the
effort? According to the company
review site Glassdoor, the answer for

professionals in the US in 2016 is a
resounding “yes.” This is due to the
career opportunities, salary, and
number of roles available. As the US
tends to provide a strong indication
of the types of roles we can expect
to see a year or two later in Japan,
this bodes well for data scientists
here in 2017 and 2018. Tokyo
opportunities currently advertise
from ¥8 million per annum to more
than ¥16 million. So as data science
demand increases and competition
for top talent intensifies, this will
probably mean a rise in average
salary as well.
Online educators like Udemy
and Coursera are chock-full of
ways to get us up to speed in this
arena. Many tertiary education
establishments are also getting in
on the action with courses such as
Harvard’s Data Science Certificate.
Therefore, for those serious about
a change in career—or even just
looking to better understand this
shift in approach to business—it
is clearly of value to do some
research, get out the credit card,
and get to studying. n

If you wish to become part of this market,
you will need to have a wider range of skills
and knowledge than many roles demand.

Charles Breen is associate director of IT
at Spring Professional. With over 10 years
of IT recruitment experience in Japan, he
has successfully completed assignments
and projects for numerous clients.
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Are You a Future
Data Scientist?

The Red Feather
Community Chest
United Way partner in Japan celebrates 70 years

COMMUNITY CHEST SETUP

HISTORY

Right after the end of World War II,
the Red Feather Community Chest
campaign called the Campaigning
for Social Change was launched. Not
only was this a pivotal moment for
Japan, it also changed the history of
the country’s social welfare structure
in the post-war period.
The current Community Chest
structure in Japan comprises a central
unit, the Central Community Chest
of Japan (CCCJ, based in Tokyo), and
a total of 47 prefectural Community
Chests covering 1,800 communities.
These local chests are equipped to
analyze local issues and needs, to
help form subsequent strategies to
best remedy the situation, and to
work toward continued improvement
and stability.
District and branch offices across
the nation work closely with local
community leaders, governments,
and NGOs, and have improved the
lives of 26 million people including
elderly and disabled people,
and children.
Almost two million community
residents are involved in this process
as volunteers.

In 1947, after World War II had ended,
the Community Chest of Japan (CCJ)
launched the nation’s very first private
social welfare campaign through
the support and leadership of the
General Headquarters.
As part of the reconstruction
efforts, the campaign initially focused
on providing financial support for
welfare facilities, aiding war-affected
communities and repatriates from
various colonies. The campaign
raised ¥590 million, equivalent to
approximately ¥150 billion in presentday terms.
Throughout this period, the CCJ
helped form the very foundations of
Japan’s social welfare sector by, for
example, supporting the building
of care homes for orphans, the
development of nursing homes for
senior citizens, and increasing the
number of vocational aid centers for
the disabled.
The key to success lay in working
directly with local people and
forming strategies in line with their
many needs. Over the past 69 years,
the Red Feather’s total donations
have totaled ¥949.3 billion, enabling
the organization to increase its
capacity and scope, while touching
an ever-growing number of lives
and communities.

SOCIAL ISSUES IN JAPAN
Today, Japan faces many social issues,
and the CCCJ has historically been
viewed as a leader in addressing
these challenges.

The Red Feather was key to Japan’s post-war recovery.

Since the Great Hanshin Earthquake
of January 17, 1995, which claimed
more than 6,400 lives, the frequency
of earthquakes in Japan has grown
immensely. If we compare and contrast
the number of earthquakes occurring
twenty years before and after the
Great Hanshin Earthquake, it shows
that both the frequency of such
disasters and the number of fatalities
have increased threefold.
The worst disaster in recent times
was the Great East Japan Earthquake
of March 11, 2011, which caused
untold misery and severe damage to
the coastal area of Tohoku, covering
561 km2. More than 119,000 people
were killed and about 115,000 homes
were destroyed.

The Community Chest of Japan . . .
launched the nation’s very first private
social welfare campaign.
The Community Chest of Japan provided
critical support after World War II.
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Earthquakes are not the only threat,
as the people of Japan regularly
experience floods, landslides,
typhoons, tidal waves, and tornados.
It is no surprise Japan is called by
many a “nation of disasters.”
In response to such threats, the
CCCJ took steps to help immediately
following the Great East Japan
Earthquake by creating the Disaster
Relief Volunteer & NPO support
fund (VolSup). When channeled to
the government, the money it raises
takes the form of donations which
are distributed directly to victims of
the Tohoku disaster, based on factors
such as their assessed level of need
and the damage wrought. It should be
noted that victims need not only cash,
but many other forms of support:
psychological support and counseling
being key requirements.
The VolSup Fund supports NPOs
and their activities in order to provide
support to victims. Calamities not
only cause suffering for those directly
impacted, but also worsen a diverse
range of existing problems, such
as alcohol dependency, domestic
violence, and child poverty. The
funds for Tohoku collected to date
total ¥4.5 billion, and have been
used to support 2,950 disaster relief
programs reaching close to 5.5 million
people. In response to the Kumamoto
earthquakes of April 2016, the CCCJ
established VolSup Kyushu, through
which the organization will support
those affected as they rebuild their
lives and get back on their feet.
Child poverty, in particular, has
become an increasingly prevalent social
issue. The country’s relative poverty rate
stood at 16.3 percent according to the
government’s comprehensive survey of
living conditions in 2012.
This issue has been one of the
less-visible problems in Japanese
society due to the fact that many
affected families find themselves cut
off from the community at a time
when they need help the most. This
situation is aggravated by a feeling of
shame among victims when they find
themselves unable to sustain their
families properly.
Many countries are experiencing
the effects of an aging population.
However, the extent of this
demographic change in Japan is

In local communities, social exclusion
and isolation have worsened
unprecedented and warrants real
concern. A falling birthrate will in no
way soften the blow, and forecasts
reveal that in 50 years’ time senior
citizens will make up 40 percent
of the population, compared with
25 percent at present. In local
communities, social exclusion
and isolation have worsened and
the government is becoming
increasingly incapable of supporting
vulnerable people in rural as well as
urban locations.
The logical next question is: What
can we do about it?

stakeholders, from individuals to local
councils and global corporations. In
fact, this is the very reason the Red
Feather Community Impact Fund was
created, and we hope it will be the very
vehicle by which the CCCJ can reach
sustainable nationwide solutions. Please
join us and become part of this new
movement to redefine the boundaries of
social support in Japan and provide aid
for those who need it most.
Japanese tax benefits are applicable
to donations made to the CCCJ, in
accordance with Japanese taxation laws.

INTERNATIONAL REACH
COMMUNITY IMPACT FUND
The CCCJ has begun creating a
practical solution to this question. In
order to tackle and solve nationwide
social issues, the CCCJ has established
the Red Feather Community
Impact Fund.
Through this new fund, CCCJ is
looking to expand its scope and help
solve issues such as the problem of
relative poverty—something that
all local Community Chests are
experiencing in their districts, and that
is not limited to only one geographic
area of Japan. By taking a more holistic
approach to this nationwide issue, the
CCCJ can continue to help confront
the problem and take on many other
nationwide challenges, such as social
exclusion and isolation, helping the
poor, assisting the disabled, and
providing support to victims of abuse.
These issues—often global in
nature—require the support of various

United Way Worldwide (UWW) is
the world’s largest privately funded
non-profit organization, which raises
more than $5 billion every year and
operates in more than 40 countries
and territories.
The UWW works with companies,
governments, non-profits, and other
organizations to address complex
challenges on a worldwide scale. The
CCCJ is an exclusive longtime partner
of United Way in Japan. n

For more information, please contact us with
inquiries at: www.akaihane.or.jp/english or
cccj@c.akaihane.or.jp
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HOSHINOYA

Japanese luxury ryokan in cosmopolitan Tokyo

By Yoshiharu Hoshino, CEO, Hoshino Resorts

F

or those visiting Japan, a stay at
a ryokan—or traditional inn—has
become an experience not to be
missed. But as these getaways are
typically located in the countryside,
and many business travelers only make
it to Tokyo, opportunities to immerse
oneself in hot spring baths, as well as
enjoy sleeping in tatami-floored rooms,
and eating seasonal cuisine—pleasures
that have made the ryokan so popular—
do not present themselves easily.
HOSHINOYA Tokyo, situated
in Otemachi near Tokyo Station,
makes this tradition accessible to
visitors by putting the experience of
authentic Japan in the heart of the
cosmopolitan capital.
At Hoshino Resorts, we have
100 years of expertise in creating
resorts from elements that are
indigenous to their remote locations.

Yet when I was first given the
opportunity to build a resort in Tokyo,
I found myself at a loss. After all, the
charms of the city are already well
known to so many people around the
world. But then I realized that what
makes Japan unique is the way in which
the people take traditions and evolve
them, rather than discard them as
antiquated. There are many elements
of traditional Japanese culture that are
slowly disappearing from Tokyo—but
they don’t have to. That was how I
arrived at the idea of a “tower ryokan.”
The modern Tokyoite does not see a
place for a ryokan in the city. But if the
tranquility that has made these inns
an integral part of Japanese tradition
could evolve to become even more
accommodating and intuitive than the
Western hotel, the ryokan culture could
thrive in the city instead of fading away.

To stay at a ryokan means to enjoy
the local geography, customs, and
seasonal delights in the particular
way suggested by the inn itself. It is
both a destination and a getaway,
where one goes to leave one’s cares
behind. At HOSHINOYA Tokyo,
this is true even as the city bustles
around you. There are elements
hidden throughout the building that
reveal themselves on different days
and at different times. Upon entering,
you’re whisked off to another world
filled with the joys of seasonal decor,
food, and friendship that can only be
discovered in a ryokan.
At HOSHINOYA Tokyo, you
have everything that you need
to experience the true Japan
without leaving the city. Enjoy the
valuable moments of this once-in-alifetime encounter. n

After graduating from Keio University,
Hoshino Resorts CEO Yoshiharu Hoshino
received a Master of Management in
Hospitality from Cornell University.
Today he runs 35 hotels around Japan
and soon will open the next HOSHINOYA
property in Bali, Indonesia.

www.hoshinoyatokyo.com
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Tax Agency
Sifting for Windfalls
Japan’s tax authority focuses on high-net-worth individuals
By Eiji Miura

R

No domicile in Japan

SUCCESSOR /
DONEE
Domicile
in Japan
DECEDENT /
DONOR

Japanese citizen
Domiciled in
Japan within the
past five years

No domicile in
Japan within the
past five years

Foreign
national

Domicile in Japan
No domicile in Japan

ecently, the National Tax Agency
of Japan (NTA) has focused on
tax avoidance by high-net-worth
individuals (HNWIs). To aid with this,
several new compliance obligations
have been introduced, such as the
Overseas Assets Report Kokugai
Zaisan Chosho, the Assets and
Liabilities report (Zaisan Saimu
Chosho), and the exit tax for people
leaving Japan (Shukkokuzei Kazei).
Japan is one of the countries that
operates an inheritance and gift
tax levy, in addition to income and
capital gains taxation. Under Japan’s
tax laws, if the recipient of a gift or
inheritance resides in Japan, they
are taxed on all the property they
receive regardless of its location and
regardless of whether the donor,
or decedent, lived in Japan or not.
The tax rate for inheritance tax
(IHT) and gift tax is progressive up
to 55 percent, and foreigners and
expats living in Japan face the same
treatment as Japanese nationals.
Given the potential tax windfall
involved, the NTA has been increasing
the number of audits for HNWIs,
especially when overseas property is
involved. According to the NTA press
release titled “Tax Audit Conditions
for High-Net-Worth Individuals,”
the number of IHT audits involving
offshore properties was 753 for
FY2013 and 847 for FY2014. This
includes situations in which: a) the
taxpayer holds offshore properties;
b) the successor or decedent (or the
donee or donor) reside overseas;

Domiciled in
Japan in the last
five years

All assets taxable
regardless of location

No domicile in
Japan in the last
five years

and c) the taxpayer holds accounts
with offshore financial companies.
A taxpayer’s liability to Japanese
inheritance tax and gift tax is
indicated in the above chart.

THE PANAMA PAPERS
The Panama Papers were featured
heavily in the news, and have
highlighted the use of family
companies incorporated in tax
havens such as the Caribbean.
Japan’s tax haven rules apply equally
to Japanese nationals and nonJapanese residing in Japan. Family
companies set up in tax havens, with
no business operations, are caught
by the tax haven rules and the annual
income of the company is attributed
to the individual owners and
included in their taxable income.
Although both corporations and
individuals use tax havens, the tax
issues for individuals can be far more

Assets located in
Japan taxable

serious. Under Japan’s individual
income tax law, income from tax
havens is categorized as “other
income” (Zatsu Shotoku), which is
taxed under the aggregate taxation
system where the highest tax rate
is over 55 percent. Further, for
individuals, losses generated from tax
havens cannot be offset against other
types of income such as salary and real
estate income, and losses from “other
income” cannot be carried forward to
future years. As a result, for individuals,
income being classified as “other
income” has significant disadvantages.
With all these opportunities
to levy additional tax on HNWIs,
the NTA is keen to use the recent
reporting obligations and new
information exchange provisions
of tax treaties to gather more
information on various categories
such as income tax, capital gains tax,
inheritance tax, and gift tax. n

Eiji Miura is a partner at Grant Thornton Japan specializing
in succession planning and international inheritance/gift
taxation for high-net-worth individuals.

For more information, please contact your Grant Thornton representative
at +81 (0)3 5770 8829 or email us at tax-info@jp.gt.com

www.grantthornton.jp/en
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Technology
Business Index—a monthly printed and digital industry company listing—
can help with building robust IT solutions, finding the most talented staff, and much more!

journal.accj.or.jp/businessindex

CenturyLink helps Japan-based
companies and multinationals
achieve their growth aims
through the innovative use of
technology infrastructure.
—Ras Scollay,
country manager Japan

Our offices have been active in
building integrated partnerships
with clients and bilingual
professionals to consistently
deliver the most relevant match
of skills and culture. This
remains our ultimate goal.

“At TopTech, we believe that
the solution we provide must
be aligned with the core
business operations of the client,
not based on the latest fad.”
—Biju Paul, CEO

—David Swan, managing director
for Japan and Korea

CenturyLink Japan, Ltd.
CenturyLink is a leading global Hybrid IT
solutions provider that powers the needs
of 98 percent of Fortune 500 companies.
CenturyLink operates 60+ data centers
globally, and has a robust 880,000 km
international fiber network. In 2015 and
2016, CenturyLink received the Asia
Pacific Hybrid IT Strategy Award from
industry analyst Frost & Sullivan.

Robert Walters Japan
Robert Walters is a leading specialist
consultancy for permanent and
contract recruitment. Robert Walters
Japan possesses the distinct advantages
of size and a proven track record,
allowing you to tap into an unparalleled
global network that enables clients and
candidates to come together in the most
efficient and productive way.

TopTech Informatics K.K.
We provide key knowledgebased services that include the
development of e-commerce and
web-based systems aligned with
core business operations, and
the support and development
of legacy systems.

03-6435-9658
sales-jp@centurylink.com
www.centurylink.co.jp

03-4570-1500
info@robertwalters.co.jp
www.robertwalters.co.jp

03-6909-4441
biju.paul@toptech.jp
www.toptechinfo.com
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ll of our problems walk on two legs and talk
back. I can’t recall when I first came across this
expression, but it’s true, isn’t it? Most business problems
can be fixed with more capital, technology, efficiency,
patience, and time. People problems, though, are
much trickier.
An after-work drinks session, for example, might
erupt into an alcohol-fueled shouting match between
two colleagues that doesn’t end there. The hostilities
continue, and now the entire work atmosphere
is polluted.
Perhaps the discussion about next year’s budget
allocation turns nasty, as two strong-willed leaders start
a very public stoush aiming for some advantage over the
other. Frosty relations prevail between these two silos,
and everyone becomes involved.
Or maybe an innocuous remark by a colleague causes
offense, and now the boss has to deal with complaints
such as “I can’t work with Taro anymore.”

2. Ask for input
Run the situation by someone impartial, and ask for
honest input. When we are too deep into the situation,
we can often fail to see the forest for the trees. A dose
of reality from a third party can be helpful in improving
our perspective. Even if it doesn’t, just sharing the burden
with others provides some relief.

3. Get physical
Don’t punch them out, but get yourself out of there. Take
a power walk or go to the gym. Burn that anger off, baby.

4. Reflect
Look at the situation from their point of view. Think about
what you would do if you were under all the pressure they
are under, or if you had to deal with what they are facing.
Think about what you said and how that contributed to
the escalation of hostilities. Are we each perfect? No. And
the sooner we remember that, the better. It will help us
separate our ego from the details of the issue or argument.

HEAD OFF TROUBLE
Rather than trying to sort out the incidents, the
rivalries, and the perceived insults, wouldn’t it be
better if these didn’t arise in the first place? We are
all adults—although sometimes you have to wonder!
Why can’t individuals take more responsibility for their
own actions and reactions, instead of wasting valuable
time and energy on intramural feuding? We should be
concentrating on beating up our business rivals, not
each other.
Why do these problems arise in the first place? When
you think about it, people have not been taught any
methodology to control their emotions. We had better
fix that. Here are six actions to take when you get
emotionally charged.

1. Get cerebral
Collect your thoughts and take note of your emotions.
Draft a message that really tells the offending party
how it is, and why they are an idiot. Don’t miss anything.
Make sure you give it to them right between the eyes.
Don’t add a name in the To: field, and don’t send it.
Writing will get all the anger out, so now you can relax.

5. Sleep on it
Review your “I’m angry” note or email in the morning.
Think about all the more important tasks you have that
require you to be at your best and most energetic.
Decide if this is a total waste of your valuable time? If it
is, then let it go and work on some concrete projects that
will positively advance your business.

6. Pick your battles
Make a balanced, strategic judgment about whether this
is worth getting emotionally charged about. Should you
metaphorically duke it out with them? Is it best to just
take the high ground and move on?
So when things become highly volatile, don’t
spontaneously combust. Pause and run through this list—
like an adult!
Engaged employees are self-motivated. The
self-motivated are inspired. Inspired staff grow your
business. But are you inspiring them? We teach leaders
and organizations how to inspire their people. Want to
know how we do that?
Contact me at greg.story@dalecarnegie.com n
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People
Are a Pain

YOUR
SOLUTION
FOR THE
NEXT STEP!

 Global Talent

Acquisition
 Technical Training
 Aero Staffing
 Auto Staffing
 Engineering
 IT Staffing
 Language

We offer strategic staffing solution
services to various industries by bringing
together expertise in key technical and
management areas with a proven ability
to recruit top-class human resources.

NSR Japan Co., Ltd.
Nagoya Fushimi Square Building 4F, 1-13-26 Nishiki, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi-ken 460-0003
Tel: 052-218-5882  Fax: 052-218-5883  Email: info@nextsr-j.com
Next Step Resources of Ohio
6465 Reflections Dr. Suite 150, Dublin, OH 43017 U.S.A.
Tel: (614) 798-0671  Fax: (614) 798-0722  Email: info@nextsr.com

www.nextsr-j.com (JPN)
www.nextsr.com (ENG)
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When it comes to living in
a home away from home,
Exclusive Agent
Since 1954
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you must see premier homes and apartments from Homat Homes, in the most exclusive
neighborhoods of Tokyo. Homat Homes provides the ﬁnest quality residences, blending
Western comforts and utility with Japanese ﬂair, coupled with attentive services and good
property maintenance.
Sun Realty is proud to live up to its name as the exclusive provider of Homat Homes residences
to families in Tokyo’s international community. Homat Homes offer safe and comfortable living.
Call us for a private showing, at your convenience, by experienced agents at Sun Realty.

Call us today: 03-3584-6171 | sun@sunrealty.co.jp | www.sunrealty.jp

ACCJ Advocacy

FROM THE BOARD

Past progress, present efforts, and future promise
By Christopher J. LaFleur
ACCJ President

A

dvocacy has always been one of
the most critical functions of the
American Chamber of Commerce
in Japan (ACCJ). In years past, when
Japan’s markets were not as open, the
ACCJ played a critical role in identifying
barriers and advocating for their removal.
The environment has improved
significantly. Many ACCJ member
companies today regard the Japan
market as vital to their businesses, and
see themselves as having moved “inside
the castle.”
While there remains much to be done
on market access, the dialog between
the ACCJ and decision-makers in the
Japanese government and in the nation’s
industry has entered a new phase.
ACCJ members share with Japan’s
leaders the goal of reviving Japanese
growth and creating new business
opportunities. This evolution is evident
in many of our recent white papers,
which have been increasingly focused
on how global best practices can be
effectively applied to encourage growth
in Japan. This approach has produced
encouraging results.
The government and the Tokyo
Stock Exchange have taken up many

of the recommendations featured in
our Growth Strategy Task Force white
paper. More than 50 percent of the
recommendations in our 2011 financial
services white paper have also been
acted upon. Years of advocacy by our
Healthcare Committee have helped
realize in Japan an approval process for
new drugs that is faster than that of the
United States.
In the months ahead, we will be
advocating for further progress in these
areas and others, including for the
recommendations in our recently issued
women in business, women’s health, and
2016 financial services white papers.
We will also be working to ensure that
our advocacy supports the full range
of businesses that make up our diverse
membership. We have already begun
adding to our agenda recommendations
from our new Venture Company Task
Force on ways Japan could better
support innovative small and mediumsized businesses.
In light of Japan’s rapidly changing
business environment, our Structural
Reform Task Force has been reviewing
the several iterations of Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe’s “Third Arrow” proposals.

Although we have been impressed with
achievements in agriculture, energy, and
corporate governance, many proposals
remain to be fully implemented. We
will continue urging the government
to press ahead to fulfill the promise of
Abenomics to transform Japan into
“the most business-friendly country in
the world.”
In the spirit of working toward
shared goals, we are conducting our
21st Diet Doorknock in October.
We will encourage government
officials and lawmakers to forge
ahead with pro-growth reforms and
to approve legislation required for
Japan’s ratification of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) Agreement. We
will also continue encouraging US
lawmakers to ratify the TPP.
The ACCJ’s advocacy has been
effective over the years because of the
engagement of our many members
and committees, who work to identify
industry issues and to propose solutions.
I urge all members to be actively
engaged in the ACCJ committees that
develop our advocacy agendas and, in
so doing, to help shape the future of
business in Japan. n

THIS MONTH’S FEATURED VIDEO:
LUNCHEON WITH DEPUTY GOVERNOR
HIROSHI NAKASO OF THE BANK OF JAPAN
The ACCJ Financial Services Forum hosted a special
luncheon event with Bank of Japan Deputy Governor
Hiroshi Nakaso at the ANA InterContinental Tokyo.
In his remarks, Nakaso shares his perspectives on
Japan's economy and monetary policy.
Visit https://www.youtube.com/user/
AmChamJapan and subscribe today!
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1 Left to right: Bank of Japan Deputy Governor
Hiroshi Nakaso, ACCJ President Christopher
J. LaFleur, and ACCJ Vice President–Tokyo
Andrew J. Conrad at a luncheon held at the
ANA InterContinental Tokyo on September 8.

EVENTS

2 ACCJ Person of the Year Wendy Cutler (left) with

1

ACCJ Executive Director Laura Younger at the
Japan Institute of International Affairs–Australian
Strategic Policy Institute Forum in Toronomon on
September 16.

3 Guests networking at the CEO Forum Special
Invitation: Executive Assistant Appreciation Lunch
at Tokyo American Club on September 2.

4 Bob Noddin, president and CEO of AIG Japan

3

Holdings K.K. and Craig McGovern, regional
treasurer–Kansai, present a certificate of
appreciation to Bob Noddin, president and CEO of
AIG Japan Holdings K.K. at the ACCJ–Kansai CEO
Series event on September 15 at the Hilton Osaka.

5 Matthew Franklin (fifth from left), representative
director and general manager of Cummins
Japan Ltd., poses with participants at a Young
Professionals Forum Mentor Session on August 31.

6 The External Affairs Committee–Chubu conducted

2

4

the annual Chubu Doorknock with ACCJ President
Christopher J. LaFleur (third from right) on
September 13, visiting Chubu Bureau of Economy,
Trade and Industry Director-General Atsuhiko
Hatano (second from right).

7 The Aerospace Industry Subcommittee hosted
“The Future of Commercial Aircraft,” an event with
former Boeing Managing Director David Anderson
at the Hilton Nagoya on September 15.

8 ACCJ CEO Forum Co-Chair Sarah Casanova (left)
with JEAP-Peacemind Inc. Executive Vice President
Kaoru Ichikawa, CEAP, PhD, at the CEO Forum
Special Invitation: Executive Assistant Appreciation
Lunch at Tokyo American Club on September 2.

UPCOMING EVENTS
5

Please visit www.accj.or.jp for a complete
list of upcoming ACCJ events or check our
weekly e-newsletter, The ACCJ Insider.
• OCTOBER 11

2016 Fall Meet & Greet
• OCTOBER 27

ACCJ Women in Business Summit
6

facebook.com/The.ACCJ
twitter.com/AmChamJapan
youtube.com/user/AmChamJapan
linkedin.com/company/
american-chamber-of-commerce-in-japan
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ACCJ 2016 CHARIT Y BALL

People Helping People
An American tradition
By Barbara Hancock

T

hinking about our charities
this year provides us with
an opportunity to reflect on
America’s philanthropic roots, and
how this character trait is an integral
part of US exceptionalism. Even
among those earliest inhabitants
who crossed the Atlantic aboard
the Mayflower, Americans have
always extended a helping hand
and given back to the community,
whether through churches or other
voluntary associations.
It was Alexis de Tocqueville
who observed that the energetic
commitment Americans have to the
voluntary associations that constitute
civil society is something special.
Think about this recent example:
In the span of 48 hours, more than
2 feet (0.6 meters) of rain fell on
large portions of Louisiana. In this
maelstrom there arose a magnificent
sight. Seemingly out of nowhere,
an unlikely flotilla of fishing and
pleasure boats came together to help
rescue thousands of people. While
minutes—even seconds—counted,
neighbor helped neighbor to safety.
The Cajun Navy, as it was called, was
followed up by the Cajun Army. All
voluntary associations helping their
communities, they helped provide
necessary boots on the ground to deal
with the after-effects of the flood.
Similarly, in the aftermath of
3/11, we remember the effort by the

Since the charity component was added in 2002,
the ball has raised about ¥150 million for numerous
charities that support our local community.
American Chamber of Commerce
in Japan (ACCJ) to not only raise
significant funds to help as quickly as
possible, but to make sure those funds
were put to immediate and effective
use. The ACCJ worked to get funds
to the small NPOs that were hard
at work in the Tohoku region. The
chamber also responded immediately
in a similar fashion to the recent
earthquakes in Kumamoto. This is
what we do, and our efforts go to
helping make the communities we live
in stronger and more vibrant.
The Charity Ball, often considered
the social event of the year for
many people living in the expatriate
community in Tokyo, has become
a major charity fundraiser for the
chamber. And while our members’
talents and generosity are not being
tasked to respond to a catastrophic
event, we are nonetheless helping
serve critical needs in the community
through the monies raised.
Since the charity component was
added in 2002, the ball has raised
about ¥150 million for numerous
charities that support our local

community. The beneficiaries are
chosen by the Community Service
Advisory Council (CSAC), which
works together with the Charity Ball
committee and our leaders to identify
the “primary charities” to which a
majority of the donations are made.
This year, our charities include the
Mike Makino fund, which helps the
homeless, the ACCJ–YMCA Ohisama
Camp for Challenged Children, the
Nonohana-no-ie Children’s Home,
HELP Women’s Shelter, and TELL
(formerly Tokyo English Lifeline), a
much needed mental health resource
in our community. n

Barbara Hancock is director and vice
president, MediaSense K.K., and chair,
the Charity Ball Committee.

We hope that you will support the Charity Ball this year by attending or becoming
a sponsor. The ball will be held on December 3 at the Hilton Tokyo in Shinjuku
with a theme that celebrates the 50th anniversary of Truman Capote’s iconic
Black and White Ball, which was held at the Plaza Hotel in New York City.
We invite you to come dressed in the spirit of this legendary masquerade gala!
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K ANSAI UPDATE

The Impact of Brexit
By Jiri Mestecky

O

PHOTOS: KOZUE DOI

n August 9, the American Chamber
of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ)
Kansai chapter hosted a special
presentation about the outcome
and potential impact of the Brexit
referendum. In this vote, which took
place on June 23, British, Irish and
most Commonwealth citizens aged
18 and over who live in the UK, and
Britons who have lived abroad for less
than 15 years chose by a slim margin
to leave the European Union. Brexit is
being called one of the most significant
events in post-war European history,
and there is no doubt that it will have
major political, legal, and economic
implications around the globe.
The presenters were Jiri Mestecky,
partner and registered foreign attorney
with the Japanese law firm of Kitahama
Partners (Osaka Office), who is also the
head of Kitahama Partners’ European
Practice Group and a former ACCJ
governor and vice president–Kansai; and
Christopher Hunt, partner and registered
foreign attorney with the Tokyo office of
the London-based international law firm
of Herbert Smith Freehills.
The basic topics covered in the
presentation were: (1) an overview
of the European Union; (2) possible
scenarios for the future relationship
between the UK and EU; (3) short-term

Jiri Mestecky and Christopher Hunt explain the short-term business impact of Brexit.

and long-term Brexit consequences;
and (4) what businesses can do now to
prepare for Brexit.
With respect to the first topic, even
after the Brexit vote there continues
to be confusion in the UK and other
countries regarding exactly what the EU
is and how it functions. Therefore, one
of the main reasons for the presentation
was to provide some explanation, and to
clarify the working, of the EU as well as
its organs and peripheral organizations,
based on which the possible future
Brexit consequences and relationship
scenarios for the UK and EU could be
better understood.
Another important area and source
of debate covered in the presentation
was the issue of the EU Single Market,
and how access thereto by the UK—as
well as by foreign investors from Japan,
the United States, and elsewhere based
in the UK—might be affected by Brexit.
We also discussed the legal and political
processes that will need to take place to
actually trigger the withdrawal, as well
as the possible business consequences.
In addition, we provided certain
Brexit-proofing measures from a

Brexit is being called one of the most
significant events in post-war European history

primarily legal perspective that
businesses can take at present to prepare.
These measures include: (1) monitoring
developments on negotiations between
the UK and EU on jurisdiction and
reciprocal enforcement to ensure
that judgments remain enforceable;
(2) amending dispute resolution
provisions in commercial contracts to
allow for arbitration as an alternative
to litigation if desirable; (3) amending
jurisdiction and governing law provisions
of commercial and other contracts to
prepare for the UK’s withdrawal from
the EU; and (4) amending commercial
and other contracts to ensure that
important contractual definitions such
as force majeure and material adverse
change either do or do not include the
UK leaving the EU.
The attendees were a diverse group,
with members of many nationalities
representing various types of companies
and other organizations. After the main
presentation, there was a Q&A session
which was extremely lively, interesting,
and demonstrative of the concern that
exists both in and outside Europe with
respect to Brexit. Based thereon, the
speakers plan to continue conducting
seminars that will keep ACCJ members,
clients, and others informed about the
consequences and impact of Brexit as
the situation develops and negotiations
between the UK and EU progress. n
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ACCJ EVENT

Safe and Secure
Subaru President and CEO outlines his guiding strategies
By C Bryan Jones

O

SMALL BUT STRONG
Although Subaru is small—it is the
world’s 22nd largest automaker, and
Japan’s 7th—the brand has built
a solid business by staying tightly
focused on its mission.
With only a one-percent share of
the global automotive market, it can
be challenging to keep employees—
especially younger ones—enthused.
During the presentation, Yoshinaga
talked about how some young
employees felt the company had
no strengths. They were looking
at a market in which Toyota sold
10.15 million cars globally in 2015,
whereas Subaru sold 960,000.
These sales figures are only
part of the story, however. They
represent a 7 percent increase
year-over-year and marked a fourth
consecutive annual sales record
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for Subaru. Additionally, Subaru’s
operating profit margin ratio, which
was -0.4 percent in 2008, is now
17.5 percent.
Yoshinaga says he takes pride in
these numbers. “We can’t really go
into all the markets in the world,
and we can’t meet all the regulations
in different countries,” he explained.
“We cannot win by volume. This
is not the kind of battle we want
to be in.”
THREE KEYS
How did the brand achieve such a
transformation? Yoshinaga points
to the three key strategies that
guide Subaru: selection and focus;
differentiation; and added value.
These strategies grew out of
internal discussions to address the
feeling that the company had no
strengths. By going back to FHI’s
origins in the aerospace industry,
they realized that their expertise
in building aircraft put them in an
ideal position to deliver the safest
cars. They decided that they wanted
to develop cars about which people
could feel a sense of security.
Honing in on this goal meant
focusing on a smaller lineup. So,
in February 2012, Subaru stopped
doing something it had been doing
since 1953: building mini cars. While
this type of vehicle is important for
the Japanese market, the resources
spent on the task could be better put
toward the pursuit of creating the
safest cars for the US market. This
was a big decision for the company
but, as Yoshinaga pointed out, was
irrelevant for customers.
Mini cars sold today in Japan
under the Subaru brand are made
by Daihatsu.

PHOTOS: RIEKO WHITFIELD

n September 14 at Tokyo
American Club, Fuji Heavy
Industries President and CEO
Yasuyuki Yoshinaga took luncheon
attendees on a journey through the
history of Subaru, which will celebrate
its 100th anniversary in 2017.
While the average American may
not know Fuji Heavy Industries
(FHI), they certainly know Subaru,
FHI’s signature car brand that has
been highly successful in the United
States. All-wheel drive cars such as
the Legacy, Outback, and Forester are
popular in the US market, where 60
percent of all Subaru vehicles are sold.
As Yoshinaga explained, a big
reason for the company’s success is
its focus on safety. Whereas many
automakers cover a wide spectrum
of vehicle types and designs,
Subaru’s mission is to support the
safe driving of its customers.

Fuji Heavy Industries President
and CEO Yasuyuki Yoshinaga

With this tighter focus on its core
lineup, Subaru settled on safe and
secure, as well as enjoyment and
peace of mind, as its selling points.
These qualities were new to the brand.
But because the message had not
yet sufficiently reached customers,
the company sought independent
testing to demonstrate safety and
help spread the word. It worked. All
Subaru models were named Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS)
Top Safety Picks in the United States
each year from 2009 to 2015.
The second strategy—differentiation—falls more in the realm of
marketing. Those familiar with US
television commercials have probably
heard the slogan: “Love. It’s what
makes a Subaru a Subaru.”
This stems from the idea that
three elements—owner, life, and
vehicle—come together to equal love.
In the US market, Subaru shows
through its messaging how its vehicles
are a part of life, especially for those
who love the outdoors, road trips, and
camping. These are all activities that
require safety. In Japan, the slogan is
“Cars carry the lives of human beings.”

Yoshinaga explains the new chassis design and other future plans.

The third strategy is incentive and
added value. When encouraging
young employees to see the strengths
of Subaru, Yoshinaga highlighted the
fact that the brand was retaining as
many as 500,000 customers each year.
He asked why, and concluded that
confidence in safety was key.
But to maintain and grow this
number requires incentive and
communication with customers.
Yoshinaga admits: “The service
environment has not caught up. We
have to enhance this area. When the
customer buys their first car, I want
them to feel that they want to buy a
Subaru again.”

To this end, he says, Subaru is
working to improve service. Rather
than trying to increase the number
of dealers, as some automakers
have, they are building strong
relationships with existing dealers.
THE FUTURE
Next steps for the automaker include
a rebranding that may go unnoticed
by the consumer. On April 1, 2017,
FHI will formally change its name to
Subaru Corporation.
When it comes to the cars
themselves, Subaru has fully
overhauled the chassis that will be
used across its lineup. While some
manufacturers do this to streamline
production and reduce costs, Subaru
is doing it to further improve safety.
The 2016 Impressa is the first model
to use the new chassis.
The current Eyesight Driver
Assist Technology will evolve into
a system that will enable automated
driving on highways, including
lane changing, by 2020. However,
they are not developing driverless
vehicles. The purpose of Eyesight

is to enhance safety and assist
the driver.
Lastly, to facilitate its next target of
1.2 million annual sales, the company
is increasing production capacity at its
Lafayette, Ind., plant from 210,000 to
394,000 by the end of this year.
Compared with Toyota’s
10.15 million, a sales target of
1.1 million may seem modest. But
as Yoshinaga said in closing: “We
are not a global company. We only
have factories in the United States
and Japan, and 76 percent of our
cars are produced in Japan. The
rest are produced in the United
States. Porsche and Mercedes make
99 percent of their cars in Germany.
“If we wanted to be a global
company, the kind of strategy we
have would not be valid. If you need
to produce your cars in many places
around the world, you may not be able
to be so specialized.”
Remaining small allows Subaru to
accomplish its mission of supporting
the safe driving of its customers, and
to remain financially strong along
the way. n

A big reason for the company’s success is its
focus on safety . . . Subaru’s mission is to support
the safe driving of its customers
ACCJ President Christopher J. LaFleur welcomes Yoshinaga
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TOKYO’S PREMIER
MULTIDISCIPLINARY
REHABILITATION
CENTRE
Club 360 is a multidisciplinary
health and fitness centre, which offers
physiotherapy, personal training,
group classes, boxing and kickboxing.

• Assessments and treatments performed by a team of
internationally trained, registered and experienced physiotherapists
• Private treatment rooms
• Large, fully equipped rehabilitation gym
• Central location, just a 3-minute walk from Roppongi Hills
• Consultations available in English and Japanese

✓ Sports injuries
✓ Musculoskeletal and spinal conditions (neck and back pain)
✓ Ergonomic and postural assessments
✓ Gait assessments
✓ Rehabilitation programmes

Address: B1 CMA3 Bldg. 3-1-35 Moto-Azabu, Minato-ku, Tokyo
Opening Hours: Mon–Fri 6:00am–9:00pm; Sat & Sun 7:00am–6:00pm • Tel: 03-6434-9667
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What is the Young
Professionals Forum?

T

he American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ)
formally established the Young Professionals Forum
(YPF) earlier this year to help develop the next
generation of US–Japan and ACCJ leaders. The group
welcomes members who are 35 years of age and younger,
and invites them to attend peer-led programs, including
regular mentor sessions, training, and networking
activities. We would like to provide a platform for young
professionals to create new connections with peers and
senior business leaders alike.
So far this year, the YPF has hosted a number of events
including the YPF Kick-Off Networking Event in April,
and mentor sessions hosted successively by Tim Brett,
representative director and president of
Coca-Cola (Japan) Co. Ltd.; Peter Jennings,
president of Dow Chemical Company
Japan and Korea; and Matthew Franklin,
representative director and general manager
of Cummins Japan Ltd. These events have
been incredibly popular, with some being
fully booked in less than 48 hours.
The YPF has also provided a great
platform for like-minded young
professionals to engage socially and to
get more involved in all of the other great
activities the ACCJ has to offer.

By Adam Baylis and Sara-Elly Shimabukuro,
co-chairs, ACCJ Young Professionals Forum

factor that allows young individuals to
develop important soft skills and build
their network.
Many young professionals may
also not be immediately aware of the
benefit of being part of professional
business organizations, or they may
lack the confidence to join or be active
in certain ACCJ committees with more
senior members.
It is crucial that senior ACCJ members
identify suitable young professionals within their
organizations and act as sponsors or mentors by providing
them with the tools and opportunities that high-profile
professional business organizations such as the ACCJ
have to offer.

The YPF
aims to build
professional and
leadership skills

What are young professionals gaining?
The YPF aims to build professional and leadership skills,
deepen the understanding of the US–Japan bilateral
relationship and the ACCJ, provide meaningful informational
exchanges, and create opportunities for young professionals to
thrive inside and outside the ACCJ.
Feedback so far has been overwhelmingly positive.
Young professionals rarely have a chance to meet peers
from other industries or gain direct exposure to senior
executives and mentors. With the YPF’s attractive slate of
events and activities, we have seen the young professional
membership segment grow steadily, supported by the
ACCJ’s six-month YPF Entrance Fee Waiver Campaign,
which ended in August.
Why is senior management support important?
It may be challenging for young professionals to
attend events without the support of their company’s
management. Leaving the desk during lunchtime or
early evening to attend an ACCJ event may not be part
of a given corporate culture. Support and encouragement
from managers and leaders, therefore, is a determining

Upcoming events for young professionals
The YPF will arrange activities with an exciting lineup
of inspiring mentors, including Sachin N. Shah, chairman,
president, and CEO of MetLife Insurance K.K.; Bret Dandoy,
deputy president and chief operating officer of Deutsche
Securities Inc.; and Sarah Casanova, representative director,
president, and CEO of McDonald’s Company (Japan), Ltd.
A special mentoring and networking event, co-hosted
by YPF and the Women in Business Committee, will
be held on October 4. The event aims to connect
young professional women with more experienced
professional women to provide them with a unique
opportunity to meet potential mentors in a relaxed and
comfortable environment.
The Chairs of the YPF welcome your continued
involvement and look forward to meeting new YPF
members as the initiative grows. n
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The ACCJ thanks its

PRESIDENT

Corporate Sustaining
Member companies

Christopher J. LaFleur
McLarty Associates

Their extensive participation provides a cornerstone in the
chamber’s efforts to promote a better business climate in Japan.

Jay Ponazecki

Abbott Laboratories/
Abbott Japan Co., Ltd.

KPMG
Kreab

Adobe Systems Co., Ltd.

Lenovo Japan

Aflac
AIG Companies in Japan
Amazon Japan G.K.

Lockheed Martin
MasterCard Japan K.K.
McDonald's Company
(Japan), Ltd.

Amway Japan G.K.
Baxalta Japan Limited

McKinsey & Company,
Inc. Japan

Bayer Yakuhin, Ltd.
Becton Dickinson Japan

Merrill Lynch Japan
Securities Co., Ltd.

Bloomberg L.P.

MetLife

Boeing Japan K.K.

Microsoft Japan Co., Ltd.

Broadsoft Japan

Mondelez Japan Ltd.

Catalyst

Monex Group, Inc.

Caterpillar

Morgan Lewis

Chevron International Gas Inc.
Japan Branch

Morgan Stanley Japan
Holdings Co., Ltd.

Cisco Systems G.K.

Morrison & Foerster,
Ito & Mitomi

Citigroup
Coca-Cola (Japan) Co., Ltd.
Colliers International
Cummins Japan Ltd.
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu LLC
Delta Air Lines, Inc.

MSD K.K.
Nanzan Gakuen
(Nanzan School Corporation)
Northrop Grumman
Aerospace Systems
Oak Lawn Marketing, Inc.
Oracle Corporation

Designit Tokyo K.K.

Procter & Gamble Japan K.K.

Deutsche Bank Group
Dow Chemical Japan Ltd.
Eli Lilly Japan K.K.

Prudential Financial, Inc.
PwC Japan

Randstad K.K.

EY Japan
Federal Express Corporation
Freshfields Bruckhaus
Deringer Tokyo

Robert Walters Japan K.K.

Nancy Ngou
Ernst & Young Advisory Co., Ltd.
VICE PRESIDENTS

Andrew J. Conrad Aflac International, Inc.
Leanne Cutts Mondelez Japan Ltd.
Marie G. Kissel Abbott
Jonathan Kushner Kreab
Eric W. Sedlak Jones Day
Christopher Zarodkiewicz (Chubu) Cezars International K.K.
Dr. Stephen A. Zurcher (Kansai) Kansai Gaidai University
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Alison Sayre Birch JPMorgan Securities Japan Co., Ltd.
Tim Brett Coca-Cola (Japan) Co., Ltd.
Britt J. Creamer (Chubu) Lockheed Martin TAS
International Corporation
James Fink Colliers International
Rebecca K. Green ERM Japan Ltd.
John D. Harris Cytori Therapeutics K.K.
A. Barry Hirschfeld, Jr. AIP Healthcare Japan GK
Tad Johnson Pratt & Whitney Aftermarket Japan KK
Patrik Jonsson (Kansai) Eli Lilly Japan K.K.
Junichi Maruyama Citigroup Japan Holdings Corp.
Arthur M. Mitchell White & Case LLP
Sachin N. Shah MetLife Insurance K.K.
Yoshitaka Sugihara Google Inc.
William J. Swinton Temple University, Japan Campus
PRESIDENTS EMERITI

Debbie Howard (2004–2005)
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Allan D. Smith (2008)
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Jay Ponazecki (2014–2015)

State Street
Teijin Limited

Goldman Sachs Japan Co., Ltd.

Teva Pharmaceutical
Industries Ltd.

Google Inc.
GR Japan K.K.

Thomson Reuters
Markets K.K.

H&R Consultants K.K.

Toll Express Japan Co., Ltd.

Heidrick & Struggles Japan
Godo Kaisha

Toys”R”Us, Japan

Hilton Worldwide
The Howard Hughes Corporation
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IMS Japan
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